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Summery 
In 2007 the Dutch government introduced a new Delta committee to find out how to proteet 

The Netherlands in the long run against the rising sea level. Their plan presented in September 

2008 strives to avoid future disasters, secure safety, and emphasize opportunities (Chesbrough 

H, 2002). The project contains the entire coastline which reaches out trom Hoek van Holland tilt 

Den Helderand wilt comprise large land reclamations. While investigating the plans for creation 

of the new Delta project, an economie crisis developed throughout the world. Time for an 

economie impulse; the Dutch government presented investment plans to boost our economy 

(OIIongren, 2009). The Delta project formed a part of these plans. Unfortunately, this project is 

in need of external investments created by a pubtic private cooperation, wherein the private 

partners wilt take part of the resources, responsibilities and profits. 

Due to the lack of pubtic resources it is hard to finance a Dutch coastal/offshore development. 

For this extraordinary project, the value drivers, namely value characteristics & risk, rate of 

return and growth, are still not identified for the majority of the potential private investors. 

This research identifies the most important value characteristics, in a subjective matter, for the 

development of the future Dutch coastline. These value drivers help driving up the value, which 

eventually lead to investments and more profit for the investor. The goal is identifying the value 

drivers for the development of the future Dutch coastline, which can create awareness for 

private investors. 

The performed analysis contains the subjeet's value, land reclamation, participation and 

behaviour of an investor in decision-making. Understanding and interpretation of these 

subjects are necessary to develop the right surveys and their contents. 

There are three main research methods used to obtain the research goal. An Analytic Hierarchy 

Process (AHP) is used to identify the top 5 built environment characteristics specified for the 

development of the future Dutch coastline. A stated choice analysis is used to identify the 

inttuenee of the value characteristics in the decision making of a private investor. Nine expert 

interviews have been set up in an open semi-structured way to validate and obtain new and the 

latest information. 

"Smalt and middle enterprises" (rated 7.5%) points out to be the most essential feature for 

gaining a successtut development of the future Dutch coastline. This feature is not only the 

economie driver for the tourism sector, but also for the habitants of the future expansion 

(Fransen, 2009)(Chung, 2005). Smalt and middle enterprises are futfitting basic needs and 

demands of the future inhabitants. Living near water (rated 6.2%) and leisure facilities (rated 

6.1%) are characteristics that are specific for the project location and wilt feed the needs of the 

tourism sector (Lankhorst & Janssen, 2009) . High-tech industry (rated 6.0%) is preterred by 
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many investors for its sustainable economical character, means continues cash flow and zero 

emission in dustry (Lam & Krijger, 2009). Apartments (rated 5. 7%) are the most preferred 

building type. This high density building type intends to deliver a higher, desired cash flow for 

the developer (Woestijne, 2009). The ranking findings are validated by the data collected by 

expert interviews. A reference project, Almere Duin, contains features like small and middle 

enterprises, living near water, leisure facilities and apartments. Another reference plan, the 

tulip island or the Lievense plan, contains the hightech industry feature, mixed with the other 

top 5 features. 

A spatial layout of the future development, preferred by private investors, contains the design 

part of the research. The design is based on the results and analysis of the most important 

value characteristics regarding the future Dutch coastline. The spatiallayout consists out of two 

aspects and is designed to maximize the return on investment and so the profits. The output of 

built environment characteristics (percentages) and functional environment characteristics 

(distances) can be linked directly to an abstract spatiallayout, which can be the basis of a future 

master plan. The built environment characteristics percentages, which have been calculated, 

can be directly used as the physical area arrangement. The functional environment 

characteristics point out specific elements in a certain range. A graphical overview of these 

calculations is presented in Figure 0.1. 

The built environment characteristic which has the most influence on the decision-making of a 

private investor is "leisure facilities" (coefficient 1,971). Next to this, two other characteristics 

play a significant role in the decision making, namely "living near water" (coefficient 1,760) and 

the building type "apartments" (coefficient 1,614). 
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This research distinguishes two participation models, namely Public Private Partnership (PPP) 

and development company. A development company is an enterprise with an own legal entity 

(BV or NV) created with the parties involved, public and private, to realize an objective and 

divide the risks in order to stimulate the economie development in an area (Braas, 2008). In 

regards of this research, a development company is the initiating, coordinating and exploitation 

authority for an urban area development located at the Dutch coast. The recommended 

participation model is a development company, which has several important advantages 

compared to a PPP model: 

• Direct focus and commitment of all participating investors working towards one goal; 

• Fast decision making processes, due its business structure and approach; 

• For the society: Publication of all cash flows in an obligated annual report (only for a 

BV /NV I ega I entity); 

• One perfectly clear organization is easy to contact for outsiders; 

• Dispose or selling realized features can be conducted easily if shareholders agree or 

described in the joint agreement. 

Participating risksfora development company identified by expert interviews are: 

• Formulating all interest of participants into one goal is a difficult process, start up casts 

risk are involved if parties cannot agree upon each other; 

• Conflict of interests; 

• Possible rising social revolt against certain cash flows or investments, which are 

published in the annual report. A part of the investments can be identified as public 

money. Public funded investments need to meet the primary goal of the government, 

namely the social significance. 

For initiating such a project a lot of commitment and will power is needed for bath public as 

wellas private parties. Setting up a business case is one, but five additional steps are necessary 

for initiating a project startup, namely gaining support, revising business case, setup 

organization and roles, MER procedure and design phase. This research is part of the study "A 

business approach for the development of the future Dutch coastline" in cooperation with 

D.N.M. Bakker. Bakker designed a business case valuation model for the future development 

and focuses on the value drivers "risk, rateon return and growth". 
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Research Design 

I Research subject 

LI Introduetion 
All over the world, the knowledge and experience of the Dutch hydraulic engineers and water 

managers is been used for prestige land reelamatien projects. Many cities owe the new made 

land for economical success, like Hong Kong, Singapore and recently Dubai (Cook & Ng, 

1997)(Jiao, Nandy, & Li, 2001). Abroad, private and public financiers are attracted to invest such 

big projects, due the high rate of return. For example, Government Land Trust of Hong Kong 

have received 10780 million dollar for the lease of reclaimed land. That's 11.5% of total 

government revenue (Cook & Ng, 1997). 

Recently, the discussion arises about the Dutch defense against the rising sea level. Ambitious 

land reelamatien projects have been evolving for many years. Besides this, the upcoming years 

need big investments to stimulate the Dutch economie situation and position. 

1.11 Background 
Early 20th century Flevopolder is developed in the center of the Netherlands. This land 

reelamatien project provides tunetion expansion, like agriculture, nature and build 

environment. After the realization of the Flevopolder other land reelamatien projects were 

hardtostart up. A period of plan making, feasibility studies and desirability studies has begun . 

Dutch expertise partially deployed abroad. 

A offshore industrial island located in the North sea, several kilometers offshore of Rotterdam 

port, is one of many project that have been canceled after environmental, feasibility and 

economie studies (STUNET, 1979). Currently two major land reelamatien projects are initiated, 

after many studies, protests and gavernanee restrains. Project "Zandmotor" generates an 

extension of the coastline near Hoek van Holland, by using the current as sand distributor. The 

second Maasvlakte is an extension of the Harbar of Rotterdam, purposed only for harbar 

activities. 

The 4th of February 2008 is the day that experts collectively agreed upon the conference 

subject: Market change makes a land reelamatien project manageable. The cost of reelamatien 

paste is decreased and the parcel prices of the Randstad region rapidly increased. Oil prices will 

evolve upcoming years and innovative, alternative energy is more and more appreciated by the 

majority. 

The Dutch government established a second delta cammission (coordinated by C. Veerman) for 

investigating the flooding safety of the Netherlands. On September 3d 2008 the cammission 
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advised to reinforce the entire Dutch coastline, including eleven additional recommendations 

(Deltacommissie, 2008). A sea inwards expansion is needed for reinforcing the coastline against 

the rising sea level. The cast of the project is shown in Table 1.1 for the upcoming 100 years. The 

cast of the normal deltaprogramme, a sea inwards expansion of approximately 500 meters, is 

less compared with the programme including additional space for built environment and other 

functions. Additional measures are needed to realize a minimum expansion of 1 kilometer sea 

inwards. The possibilities that can be created on new land may result in value creation and 

eventually value capturing. A cast-benefit study is being performed by the Dutch government. 

Table 1.1: Amounts in Euros at 2007 price levels, including Dutch Value Added Tax (Deltacommissie, 2008). 

Indicatie extra annual costs Period Average 
[billions of euros] 

2010- 2050 2050- 2100 2010- 2100 

Deltaprogramme 1,2 to 1,6 0,9to1,5 1,0to1,5 

Dettaprogramme. with additional 1,3to1,9 1,2 to 1 ,8 1,2 to 1,8 
coastal space for other functions 

I. Til Cause of interest 
An investor makes a decision about financing a project/product mainly on bases of risks, return 

of investments and growth (Groeneveld, 2006). The return on investment contains two aspects 

of return flows, namely the exploitation cash flow and value development/creation. Normally 

speaking, the exploitation phase of a project development is stable, continues flow of cash, 

depending on the number of sold/rented buildings/products. However, the amount of value 

development/creation cash flow is uncertain. This research identifies the most important value 

characteristics, in a subjective matter, for the development of the future Dutch coastline. These 

characteristic helps driving up the value, which eventually lead to more profit for the investor. 

lnvestment 

investment 

Fixed Variabie 

Figure 1.1: Main investment decision criteria and the position of interest area. 
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11 Research Scope 

11.1 Approa h 
This document is one of four documents, which reflects the entire research of Dennis Bakker 

and Oscar van der Vaart named: A business approach for the development of the future Dutch 

coastline. lt is divided in three parts; two individualparts and two joint parts. As defined in the 

proposal, the two end-thesis's of Oscar van der Vaart en Dennis Bakker will contain the sa me 

main theme. The main and sub question(s) are divided and answered in the two end thesis's. 

The final result is an artiele a bout a business approach for the development of the future Dutch 

coastline, which contains findingsof bath theses. 

Master thesis proposal: 
The development of the 
future Dutch coastline 

End-thesis of Oscar van der Vaart: 
Value drivers for the development 

of the future Dutch coastline 

ICe: 

End-thesis of Dennis Bakker: 
lnvestment criteria for the 

development of the future Dutch 
coastline 

A business approach 
for the Development of 

the future Dutch 
coastline 

Figure 11.1: Research document structure and deliverables . 

The main reports are divided in three parts; two individual parts and one joint part. As defined 

in the proposal, the two end theses of Oscar van der Vaartand this thesis will contain the same 

main theme. The main and subquestion(s) are divided and answered in the two individually 

created end theses. These two theses combined will result in an artiele on the business 

approach for the development of the future Dutch coastline. This artiele includes a business 

model for this coastal development. The following subparagraph gives an overview, of what the 

two end theses have in common and how they correspond toeach other. 

The business perspective 

The definition of a business model is the set assumptions about how a firm will create and 

appropriate value for all its stakeholders, connecting technology to economie profits (Dorf & 

Byers, 2008). A format of a random business model is given in figure 11.11. The structure and the 

content of a business model are essential for the success of a development. This research 
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contains a business model approach, including investment criteria analysis basedon risk, rate of 

return and growth. This is done for private investors/stakeholders. Results should support a 

project initiator in creation of a business model that fulfils the wishes of each investor involved. 

Figure 11.11 : Format business model. 

The research of Dennis Bakker focuses on the identification, ranking and correlation of the 

value drivers that influence the initial decision to invest. 

The research of Oscar van der Vaart contains two aspects. First, a feasibility study including 

participation possibilities. Secondly a value proposition, which recommends private investors 

the most important value characteristics 

The combination of the two researches, including the additional business model is the basis for 

an approach for the development of a most preterred business case. We like to emphasize 

business opportunities and create awareness for private investors. With the cooperation of 

pubtic parties and new attracted private investors, a project start-up can be initiated. 

11.11 Problem definition 
lt is hard to say which exact value characteristics wilt tunetion as a value proposition for a 

business approach, valid for a Dutch coastal or offshore urban development. The value 

proposition is the business driver for a private investor. The most important value 

characteristics, which are part of the value drivers, are still nat identified for the majority of the 

potential investors of the future Dutch coastline project. 

11.111 Goal 
The goal is to analyze the potential, value generating functions in a mixed-use setting and their 

value characteristics, which wilt tunetion as value drivers for the future Dutch coastline project. 
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II.IV Re ear h que tion 
Thema in question of this research is: 

Which value characteristics con help driving up the value of a future Dutch coastline 

development fora participating private investor? 

This research answers the following questions to obtain the ma in question: 

../ What is value? 

../ In which way can a private investor drive up the value of a coastal or offshore urban 

development? 

../ What is the value of reclaimed land? 

../ Which lessons can be learned of previous realized land rectamation developments? 

../ Which partiescan participate in financinga Dutch coastal/offshore urban development? 

../ In which possible way can parties participate and what are the accompanying risks? 

../ What is the theoretica! behavior of private investor in the decision-making process, 

regarding the value characteristics of the future development? 

../ What are the most important value characteristics, preterred by a private investor for 

the development of the future Dutch coastline? 

../ What is the ideal mixed use of features, preterred by a private investor, regarding the 

future coastal/offshore urban development? 

../ What are the influences of the most important value characteristics in the decision

making processof a private investor? 

IJ. V cope definition 
The main subject of this end thesis, the development of the future Dutch coastline has a wide 

topic range. A fine distinction of the topic is essential for the applicability of the outcome. 

Research area 

This research contains an offshore or coastal urban development of the Randstad. This means a 

sea inwards expansion of coast line of Hoek van Holland till Den Helder. In case of an artificial, 

offshore urban island is the development situated in front of the above-mentioned coastline. 

Va/ue Characteristics 

The basic assumption model of the value characteristics is shown in Appendix 1: Value 

characteristics tree. This model is basedon van Dam & Visser (2006) and the starting point of all 

graduate students of the business engineering group in the second semester of 2008-2009, 

which have a research focus on value characteristics. The build environment and functional 

environment are the two categories that are researched in this graduate project. The social 

environment does not fulfill the primary interest of the private investors, due the lack of direct 

rate of return . More information about value characteristics can be found in paragraph 1.4. 
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Value 

Regarding the actual time frame, the financial foundation of the main subject will not be 

executed. The focus will be on "value in use", the instinctive value of the future users and the 

economie value for private investors. 

Target group 

Many stakeholders are needed/involved for financinga major multimillion urban development. 

Distinctions can be made out of commercial banks, merchant banks, insurance companies, real 

estate developers, pension funds, governments, hatch funds and other companies. The focus of 

this research is on the private investment parties. The coastal/offshore urban development 

might only be achievable by a contribution of a private investment, due a lack of governmental 

resources. Next to that, private investors are assumed to make their decisions more rationally 

and more founded on financials and value prospective. Therefore a better approach could be 

created. 

ll.VI Research model 
This master-thesis research study main goal is indentifying the development value drivers for 

the future Dutch coastline plan. The research is focused on the delivering new knowledge and 

proportions about the value characteristics on reclamation of new land, situated on or offshore 

the coastline of the Netherlands. 
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Figure 11.111 : Research model. 
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Ranking value characteristics (qua/itative research) 

A list of the most important value characteristics is generated by conducting a qualitative 

ranking methad based on the AHP method. The input for this survey is a validated long list of 

value characteristics. The selected, top 5 value characteristics are implemented in the following 

qualitative research. 

Preferred spatial/ayout 

The new, man-made land area can be developed in many ways. Characterizations of the mixed 

setting of functions are value creation, maximum rate of return and sustainability, which are 

preferred by the private investor. The percentage distribution and distance range of the built 

environment characteristics and functional characteristics gives an abstract design the desired 

urban expansion. 

Sensitivity analysis of the value characteristics influence in the decision making process 

(qua/itative research) 

This survey contains a stated choice analysis for indentifying the influence of a built 

environment characteristic in a private investor decision-making process. The respondents are 

experts, like area developers, private and public investors, banks and studentsof the business 

engineering group. The survey will have a quantitative character, but due a qualitative 

approach (expert responses) the reliability of output is sufficient. 

li.VII Guid 
This document contains three parts. Firstly, the research subject and scope is explained in 

chapter I and 11. The second part is a description of the a na lysis; a summary of the literature and 

expert interviews, which contain the subjeet's value (chapter 1), land reclamation (chapter 2), 

participation (chapter 3) and the behavior of investor in decision making (chapter 4). The final 

part will reflect the research methad (chapter 5), data collection (chapter 6) and findings 

(chapter 7). Conclusions and recommendations are given inthelast chapter. 
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Analysis 

1 Value 
Value can be interpreted in many ways. Clarifying the meaning of value and its context is done 

by asking the following questions: What is value and in which way can a private investor drive 

up the value of a coastal or offshore urban development? 

1.1 Definition ofvalue 
Value is the worth, importance, or usefulness to the customer. In business terms, value is the 

worth in monetary termsof the social and economie benefits a customer pays for a product or 

service. To be successful, firms must offer products that meet the need and values of the 

customer. The va·lues of the customer often include ease of locating or accessing the product as 

well as its qualities and features. The fi.ve values held by a customer can be summarized as 

product, price, access, service and, experience (Dorf & Byers, 2008). 

This research will focus on the experience of a product. In this case, the product is a land 

expansion of the Dutch coast or an artificial island located offshore that can be used as a 

development area for mixed use features. The experience of the product is the key factor for 

the valuation. The price is what you pay, value is what you get. There is a clear relation between 

the price and the experience of the product (Dorf & Byers, 2008). 

The above-mentioned relation is emphasized by Groeneveld (Groeneveld, 2006). Value is not 

independent, value is a simultaneous process of a classification and develops out of a souree 

and has a. ranking output. The output is automatically measured in case of a valuation of an 

object. In economie situation, where money functions as valuation, can a product be defined as 

a quantity. This aspect is importantfora private investor (Steinmaier, 2009). In the end of the 

process, it is still a classification of matters and goods. Thus, value is an ordinal variable. 

Groeneveld defines emotional value as an economical value, just like financial value. Both types 

have effect on the economical behavior of the end user and thus the private investor. 

In the urban development industry, the experience of a certain area is for 50% the driver for 

value creation. The other half is the valuation is the object itself. The design of the external, 

mainly psychological, environment is essential for value creation (Dam & Visser, 2006). 

1.2 Value proposilion 
Value proposition is a statement by an organization of the way in which it can provide value for 

a prospective customer. A value proposition is a marketing tooi that explains why customers 

can benefit from a campany's products or services. (Business Dictionary, 2009). 

lnvestors, like venture capitalists, are especially interested in the value proposition of a 

venture/project before they decide to invest. Every business model contains a value 
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proposition. The unique selling proposition is a short version of a firm's value proposition and is 

often used as a summery phrase to explain the key benefits of the firm's offering versus that of 

a key competitor (Dorf & Byers, 2008). 

Va/ue proposition and urban deve/opment 

In terms of urban development and project financing, another approach of the value 

proposition is needed. The basics and point of view of the value proposition is the same, the 

difference is the context and output. The output is an urban development design and can be 

seen as an investment product. Th is point of view is implemented throughout the research. 

1.3 Value drivers 
A value driver is an activity or organizational focus which enhances the perceived value of a 

product or service in the perception of the consumer and which therefore creates value for the 

producer. Advanced technology, reliability, or reputation for customer relations can all be value 

drivers (Business Dictionary, 2009). 

Another approach of value drivers is a variabie that reflects the environment and through 

which the value of a firm's strategy or performance can be measured. This definition will be 

used for this research. Value drivers should be carefully analyzed relative to how they affect the 

firm's or industry's performance and focuses on such internal drivers as cash flow value adding 

products and services of the firm/industry. Through such an analysis, it would be important to 

establish the causal relationship of value drivers with performance. ldentifying value drivers is 

the first step to retrieve the practical effects of economie or other environmental domains on 

an industry's performance. Finding key value drivers that add value to the industry is a 

challenging and creative process that relies on trial and error (Koller, Goedhart, & Wessels, 

2005). 

External and internol value drivers 

There are two types of value drivers: external and internal. External value drivers correspond to 

the remote, task, and industry environments and, while being out of firms/industry control, 

they affect the firm's value. lnternal value drivers on the other hand reside within the firm and 

thus the firm can have some degree of control over them (Chung, 2005). 

Building material prices, for example, are external economie value drivers that affect the 

operating expenses in the building industry, which a developer cannot controL The profit 

margin can be controlled by a developer through pricing, and would thus be considered an 

internal value driver. 
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Value characteristics as value drivers 

A clear problem is defined in the paragraph 1.111 & 11.111; what are the value generating features 

of the value creation phase of a project like the future Dutch coastline? As defined in the scope 

definition, the value generating features will be focused on the built environment and 

functional environment value characteristics. The characteristics will apply as value drivers for 

this research. The characteristics are instruments to help a private investor driving the value of 

an urban development upwards. 

The term value driver is coined for those economie variables that are critica! to revenue and 

cast functions of a firm. For a firm eight value drivers has been identified. These are: sales 

growth rate, operating profit margin, income tax rate, incremental investment in working 

capital, incremental investment in fixed capital, replacement of fixed capital, cast of financing 

(cast of capital) and forecast duration (the planning period) (Mekonnen Akalu, 2002). The value 

characteristics of this research can be conceived in the sales growth rate, incremental 

investment in working capitaland incremental investment in fixed capital. 

Value drivers are the essential, qualifying factors for generating value (Groeneveld, 2006). 

Operational control of the characteristics can influence the value in its favor. 

1.4 VaJue characteris ics 

Assumptions of the business engineering group 

The theme of this year's business engineering graduating group is identifying and recognizing 

value characteristics of urban areas and the accompanying value capturing. The value 

identifications are directly linked with the development of an urban area, measured in a time 

frame. These topics can be impl1emented in a business model, that finally can partial replace or 

influence the in force government system processes and attract more private 

investors/financers. 

The business engineering group made a number of assumptions for the entire graduation term, 

based on scientific articles, journals and researches(Dam & Visser, 2006)(Hilgers, 2008) eet. A 

general approach for all end theses is vitall for camparisans and linking relations with other 

business engineering researches. The agreement of the business engineering group is the use of 

the first three steps of the modified value characteristic tree. 

The value characteristic tree is based on the assessment model of van Dam (Dam & Visser, 

2006). This decision is found on the review of the literature, foliowed by a discussion and 

brainstorm session preformed by the business engineering group. The purpose of the 

discussion and brainstorm session was checking al features of the model of van Dam on four 

dimensions; building characteristics, built, functional and social environment characteristics. 

Van Dam starting point and focus is the characteristics of a residence including the 

neighborhood. The perspective of the business engineering group is urban development, 

including the neighborhoods and finally the residences. This process resulted in a value 
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characteristics tree with the following adjustments and is displayed in Appendix 1: Value 

eh a racteristics tree: 

• The subdivision building characteristics is implemented in the division built environment 

characteristics. The building characteristics is to specific for a building and only valid for 

van Dams research; 

• Politics is added to the social environment characteristics, given that politica! stability 

and their policy can influence (re)development of urban areas; 

• Translation of the Dutch terms of the value characteristics tree. This action guaranties 

the same use of terms and definitions throughout all end theses. 

Value characteristics for the development of the Dutch coastline 

The next step is the project specific characteristics, valid for the development of the Dutch 

coastline. As mentioned befare (paragraph 1.11), the Dutch plan makers and consultants have a 

fine record of unrealized plans. Several plans are elaborated in detail and feasibility. The long

list of value characteristics, displayed in Appendix 2: Value characteristics long-list, is extracted 

out of the literature review, which include studies (STUNET, 1979)(Ecorys, 2004) eet. and 

reports (Nieuw Holland, 1993) (Stuurgroep Kustlocatie, 1995) eet. The long list of project 

specific value characteristics is check on completeness, validation and applicability by three 

experts. 

1.5 Condusion 
This chapter explains what value is and in which way a private investor can drive up the value of 

a coastal or offshore urban development. 

Value is the worth, importance, or usefulness to the customer. In business terms, value is the 

worth in monetary terms of the social and economie benefits a customer pays for a product or 

service. This research will focus on the experience of a product. The experience of the product 

is the key factor for the valuation. In this case, the product is a land expansion of the Dutch 

coast or an artificial island located offshore that can be used as a development area for mixed 

use features. The development output is automatically measured in case of a valuation of an 

object. In economie situation, where money function as valuation, can a product be defined as 

a quantity. This aspect is importantfora private investor. 

In the urban development industry, the experience of a certain area is for 50% the driver for 

value creation. The other half of the valuation is the object itself. As defined in the scope 

definition, the value generating features are focused on the built environment and functional 

environment value characteristics. The characteristics will apply as value drivers for this 

research. The characteristics are instruments to help a private investor driving the value of an 

urban development upwards. 
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2 Land reclamation 
The previous chapter defined in which context value is proposed, but what is the actual value of 

reclaimed land? The Netherlands was a pioneer in reclaiming land (see paragraph 1.11), but 

foreign countries took the lead. Experiences can teil us which lessans can be learned of 

previous realized land reclamation developments throughout the world. These lessans are 

essential for creating a better developing process and eventually taking back the lead. 

2.1 Value of land reelamati on 
Land reclamation is an expensive alternative for urban expansion. Many contemporary, 

feasibility studies have proven that land expansions are profitable. The only condition is 

development of urban environment, besides nature and recreational elements (Ecorys, 

2004)(Nieuw Holland, 1993). The urban development results in three points of views, namely 

landjestate development, financial engineering and macro-economics (Stuurgroep Kustlocatie, 

1995). 

LandjEstate development 

LandjEstate development yields are necessary to finance reclamation projects. The casts of the 

realization of infrastructure, including the land reclamation process, are directly confronted 

with the direct profits of the property lot sales. These direct profits are generated by private 

parties, such as real estate developers, companies and future habitants. LandjEstate 

development yields are fundamental for the traditional financing method. 

DHV and Caopers & Lybrand (Stuurgroep Kustlocatie, 1995) conducted a sensitivity analyze for 

the financial operational control of a Dutch land reclamation project, located in front of the 

coastline of Den Hague and Hoek van Holland. Findingsof this study are: 

• The fixed exploitation cash flow must be considered in respect with variabie value 

creation of the coastline location; 

• Extra residences wil I result in more profit, but reduces the quality of the environment; 

• A smaller coastline will reduce realization casts, but will restrain other built 

environment features. 

These findings are still applicable for the present-day cases and will be implemented in this end 

thesis. Furthermore, the equipment volume of mayor dredger companies has increased rapidly 

over the past 20 years. This market development have a positively influence on the casts of 

land reclamation projects (Ecorys, 2004). 

Financia/engineering 

Financial and business engineering subject is the main focus of this research. Recognition and 

quantifying the value generating features, which developed by the quality of the conducted 

master plan, can result in additional resources by using value capturing (Verweij, 2009). This 
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will reduce the casts of land reclamation. The basic principle for financial engineering is the 

unpredictable, variabie value development of the built environment. The additional profits can 

be gained by an organization that is set up befare or after the realization phase. Paragraph 3.1 

shows a number of participation possibilities. 

Macro-economie effects 
The macro-economie effects are a number factors, which are hard to identify. Th is point of view 

is out of the scope of this research, but one of the overall success factors of a coastal or 

offshore urban development on a large scale. The value of a coastline development project can 

only be measured on a long term. The investment impulse will nat generate value only for the 

new made land; the hinterland will profit indirect (Stuurgroep Kustlocatie, 1995). The 

recreation development of the actual coastline can grow rapidly, due a creation of an inland 

salt water lake. A side effect of the development is increasing employment throughout the 

direct area. The development for the hinterland concerns all sectors, especially agriculture, 

residence and business parks. 

2.2 Yield ofland rectamation 
As said above, urban development is essential for financing land reclamation projects. Urban 

development can bespit in four categories, which will be outlined throughout this research: 

• Residences; 

• Businesses; 

• Non-profit facilities; 

• Recreation. 

Another yield of land reclamation that will be explained in this paragraph but nat is 

implemented in the research is: 

• lnfrastructure. 

Direct and indirect profits can be distinguished for each category. Operational control and 

coherence of the mixed use features are the key aspects for the success of the development 

(Lankhorst & Janssen, 2009). 

Residences 
The demand of housing facilities depends on the real estate market. Because of the financial 

crisis on the US and European market is the housing demand decreased. Market analysts 

prospect an increasing demand within 2 till 5 years (Ecorys, 2004). Competition for real estate 

development is present in the surrounding area. The project distinguish itself due the location, 

namely near the coastline. Th is is one of the unique selling points, which can be interpreted as a 

value driver for the development of future Dutch coastline. The feasibility study, preformed by 

Ecorys (2004), shows a demand of 2.000 residences per year for region of Rotterdam and 
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Haaglanden. This statement is valid with one the condition; no other major location 

competitors for real estate development. 

The following tables are indications preformed by the feasibility study of Ecorys, and can be 

reflected on the future Dutch coastline development. This study is preformed in 2004 and is the 

most recent feasibility study. No major currency inflations have accrued, excluding the 

unpredictable credit crush, so the tables give a good indication about the amounts. 

Table 2.1 shows a subdivision of the residence types, namely single-family accommodation 

(detached residences and row of residences) and multi-family accommodation (apartments) 

and a percentage distri bution of the price range. 

Table 2.1: Subdivision of residence type and price range (Ecorys, 2004). 

Price range (€) single-family Multi-family 

425.000 
325.000 
225.000 

accommodation 

30% 
40% 
30% 

accommodation 

15% 
35% 
50% 

The ground quota distribution is basedon the residential parcel value. The residentiallot value 

calculation is the parcel price, without the value of the building on the parcel. Results of the 

recommendation are shown in Table 2.2 and are useful todetermine land development. 

Table 2.2: Ground quota per parcel without taxes (price level 2004) (Ecorys, 2004). 

In Euro's Single-family Multi-family Single-family 
accommodation (€) accommodation (€) accommodation 

357.000 121.000 89.000 34% 
273.000 87.000 63.000 32% 
189.000 51.000 43.000 27% 

Multi-family 
accommodation 

25% 
23% 
23% 

The density of residential area is one of the va llue characteristics that are researched in this 

study. Ecorys shows in Table 2.3 the relation between the accommodation type and density in 

hectare, with corresponding yield of landjestate development. Higher density will generate the 

most profit. On the other hand higher density building will increase building casts. 

Table 2.3: Landjestate development yields (Ecorys, 2004). 

Density Single-family Multi-family 
accommodation accommodation 

25 accommodations/ha 95% 5% 
I~ 

35 accommodations/ha 70% 30% 
60 accommodations/ha 

,.-
50% 50% 

•-

90 accommodations/ha 10% 90% 
-~ 

100 accommodations/ha 5% 95% 
'-

Yield of the landjestate 
development per ha. (€*106

) 

2,1 
2,7 
4,3 
5,4 
5,9 
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Businesses 

Running a business on reclaimed land is a great prospect for an entrepreneur. Mixed use of the 

available development area is an added value for the environment (Abouljoud, 2009}. This 

mixed use includes businesses with a great market prospective in the direct area. Businesses 

can be attracted by the following aspects, which are project specific and valid for the 

development of the future Dutch Coastline. The aspects are found in a number reports and 

joumals (Cook & Ng, 1997}(Stuurgroep Kustlocatie, 1995}(Ecorys, 2004}. 

• Short and long-stay tourism; 

• Experimental field of generating innovative energy; 

• Hotspots for multinationals; 

• International transportation hub; 

• Essential Small to Medium-sized Enterprises (SME}. 

The yields of the businesses are gained direct and indirect. The direct yields are the parcel sales 

for business parks or commercial estate developers. Indirect yields are taxes, like Real Estate 

Appraisal Act (WOZ) and value capturing benefits. 

Non-profit facilities 

Facilities, meant for society or community, are mostly public financed. The facilities can be 

divided in four categorized, namely transportation, education, leisure and healthcare facilities. 

This categories division is outlined for the research and corresponds with the value 

characteristics tree. 

Non-profit facilities have an indirect yield character. Yields can be gained businesses and 

residences due value capturing of. Transportation facilities, such as metro stations, are value 

generating objects. The value of the nearby residences and businesses increases, as an indirect 

result of the objects (Hilgers, 2008}. This statement can be projected on the development of the 

future Dutch coastline and generate additional yields. 

Recreation 
Public spaces in the built environment are indirect value creators, only if the quality of the 

object and its surrounding is guaranteed. Each target group of inhabitants prefers its own set of 

public spaces. Livability is, for example, preferred by adolescents and relaxing spaces preferred 

by aged people. The safety of the public spaces and its built environment includes object safety 

measures like dikes and drainage channels. These objects participate in a psychological safe 

feeling of its inhabitants, which is important for the economical stability of the new made land. 

Usually public spaces are publicly funded. A prospected transition towards private parties is 

needed for extra indirect benefits for the private party (Verweij, 2009}. 
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lnfrastructure 

lnfrastructure is traditionally funded by public parties in the Netherlands. Private parties are 

participating in a public private partnership throughout the Netherlands. A transition towards 

private parties is observed in the last 10 years (Scholten & Bijleveld, 2009). Yields can be 

generated in many ways, like road pricing, toll roads or additional taxes. According to L. Löwik 

(Löwik, 2007), have the direct and indirect revenue the following characteristics: 

• High barriers to entry: "quasi-monopolies"; 

o Regulatory, permitting constraints; 

o Physical, property constraints; 

o High initial capital expenditure. 

• Stabie cash flow, typically with inflation hedge; 

o lnelastic demand, given scarcity of resource; 

o Long usefullife of assets. 

• Hybrid nature of both fixed income and capital gains; 

o Best opportunity for capital gains from investments invalving development risk, 

or some monopoly businesses. 

• Variety of risk and return profiles; 

o Range from low-risk regulated assets to high-risk projects. 

Fixed lncome 
• Regular retum component 

• lnflation hedge 

• Emphas1s on cash-flow 

• Low risk profile 

lnfrastructure 
• Stable, of!en monopolistic 

• High entrance bamers 

• High lncome return 

Real Estate 
• Tangi!lte asset l righ t of use 

• Long duration 

• Good diversification potential 

Private Equltv 
• Gapttal •ntensrve 

• Due diligence process 

• Ac~ve operat1ve 
management 

Figure 2.1: Comparison of infrastructure and other relevant asset classes (Löwik, 2007). 
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Characteristics of a number of asset classes are shown in Figure 2.1. Each asset has its own 

advantages regarding another. The expected return of investment for infrastructure is shown in 

Table 2.4 and is va lid for the European market. 

Table 2.4: Expected returns vary by sector (Löwik, 2007). 

Object Expected return 

Roads 10%-13% 
-

Airport 11%-13% 
- -

VVater/VVastewater 10%-14% 
~ -

Distri bution 12%-14% -
15% Seaports 

~ -

Average expected return 6%-15% 

2.3 Reference projects and economie concept 
Analyzing realized projects throughout the world gives a good overview of the learned lessans 

in major land reelamatien projects. land expansion projectsin HangKongare one of the most 

discussed urban extensions. Dubai is still realizing their sea inwards urban development and 

only preliminary results can be analyzed and discussed. Furthermore, a Dutch example of a 

coastal urban development and its line of approach will be reviewed in this paragraph. 

HongKong 

Cook & Ng (1997), researchers at the center of Urban Planning and Environment Management 

(Hang Kong University) and Wu et al (1998) have written a paper over the land reelamatien 

development in Hang Kong. The Hang Kong economy emerged through major land reelamatien 

projects. The farmer British colony introduced the first land extensions in the late 1860's. A rich 

history of experiences and knowledge brought this country prosperity and wealth. The 

importance of the sites reclaimed determines this economie strategy: Hang Kong Disneyland, 

Hang Kong International Airport, Kai Tak Airport are all built on reclaimed land. As the city 

expands, new towns in different decades were mostly built on reclaimed land. 

In addition, much reelamatien projects are located in prime locations on the waterfront on bath 

sides of Victoria Harbour. The needed process for this reelamatien and the economie concept 

have resulted a number of issues, namely: 

• The double role of the government; 

• Private sector interests; 

• local communities. 

The Hang Kong government is the administrator, which determines the devetopment agenda in 

the Hang Kong territory. Besides this primary role, the government is also the biggest landlord. 

The land is owned by the crown. As mentioned in the introduetion of this research, the 

Government land Trust of Hang Kong have received 10780 million dollar for the lease of 
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reclaimed land. That is 11.5% of total government revenue. Last year, a 94 billion dollar 

collected over the same period. The government has a much greater stake in developing 

reclaimed land, which results in two unpleasant side effects. 

lnterdepartmental conflicts within the government lead to a diversity of approaches. The 

differences of interest of the government in land development lead to the emphasis on 

economie spaces rather than life spaces. 

Second, the generated revenues from initial leases are used for developing new land. This 

explains the rapid, dominant urban growth strategy of the government. 

Private entrepreneurs, such as real estate developers, have a important role in the economie 

development of Hang Kong. The private sector works closely the government in planning and 

development of future new land. Besides this, conflicts of interest arise between the landlord 

and the lease holders as a result of the policy; land to the highest bidder. The direct 

consequences, though bad legislations and regulations, are the wrong addressed use of land. 

For instance, land for commercial uses increased rapidly in the 1970s. Land which was intended 

for industrial use is sold for commercial use, to maximize the government profits. The labour

intensive and low value added manufacturing sectors were put back and in a very difficult 

position. 

Local communities protested against the close relationship between government and the 

private sector. The monopolies in determining the directions of development and the lack of 

demoeratic development are the main issues of the inhabitants. 

Dubai 

Pacione (2005) identified the key farces and processes underlying the transformation of Dubai. 

The transformation exists out of three aspects; economie, social and physical transformations. 

The research of Pacione examines major developments in the urban structure and considers 

future directions for urban growth. 

The discovery of petroleum in 1966 revolutionized the economy and society of Dubai. Oil 

revenues were invested in large scaled infrastructure and industrial projects for generating 

prosperity in the future. 

In 2002, the bank sector was widely represented in the due Dubai's liberal economie approach. 

Low-taxation, business friendly and a politica! stabie environment are key features which lead 

to economie development. Besides this fact, many businesses profited from the Jebel Al free 

zone. A business enclave where multinationals could operate outside Dubai's customs and 

legislative barriers and benefit from low waged labor. 

The current primary objective of Dubai is executing a strategie development plan to attain the 

status of a developed economy. Therefore, many out dated plans are adjusted to new 
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strategies like modernization of production; investment promotion and attraction of foreign 

hightech companies; and diversification. 

The Dubai Urban Area Strategie Plan 1993-2012 is the master plan, which include the key 

challenges that had to be addressed to change the economie a physical development. These 

challenges, which include land reelamatien works, were: 

• To accommodate urban expansion by allocating additional land in a phased planned 

process to meet current and future needs for residential, industrial and commercial 

uses. 

• To support and attract private investment by ensuring sufficient land supply, adequate 

infrastructure, simplified administrative and planning procedures. 

• Conducting publicly funded feasibility studies for major development proposals to 

minimize the risk to private capita!. 

• To encourage co operations between private sector companies and government 

agencies in undertaking large scaled development projects. 

• To develop an inter-departmental planning framework capable of reviewing, monitoring 

and implementing the structure plan (Pacione, 2005). 

Dubai's visitor economy requires distinctive features, like luxury leisure facilities and upmarket 

property and hotel rooms, which must attract foreign tourists and business people. land 

reelamatien delivers an important role for the demand of Dubai government and its master 

plan. 

The land reelamatien in front of the coastline of Dubai contains, among all others, the Palm 

Jumeirah ($1.5 billion dollar development), the World and the new planned Universe. Still the 

most reclaimed land is used for housing facilities, all in a mixed use 'setting. Next to the above

mentioned, this multi-billion business projects are needed for: 

• Expat housing; 

• Emiri nationals, which receive a plot of land (1400 m2
) above an age of 20 years and 

interest free loans; 

• Modern transportation systems; 

• Provision of public services and facilities (Pacione, 2005). 

The biggest stakeholder of development deployment is NAKHEEl, the operating government 

agency. lt's responsible for all the planning and financing of each development. NAKHEEl tries 

to create an image with its global scale mega projects. This perfarms a dual role as sourees 

pride and national identity and attracts inward investment by raising the global profile of the 

city. Private investors can lease a property for use or deploy a housing development on the 

leased land. 
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Almere Duin 

June 2007, the municipality of Almere wrote out a competition regarding the land use of 

Almere Strand. Almere Strand is a dune likely area, which is located near the built environment 

of Almere. The plan does not contain reclaimed land, but the building site is near the shore of 

the lake "ljmeer". Comparisons can be made with the future Dutch coastline. The vision of 

Almere, described in the master plan, was the starting point for the three developers, namely 

Amvest, BPF Souwinvest and Vesteda. The development plan of Amvest (Almere Duin) was 

chosen due its involvement and commitment of the urban development. 

Leaders of the Amvest entry are T. Lankhorst and M. Janssen (2009). They clarified in an 

interview why their plan was chosen and which aspect and features will result in a successful 

coastal urban development (Appendix 7). Summarizing the essential features for the 

development of Almere Duin: 

Buildunder private control; constrains are clarified and the building site will be prepared "build 

ready" by the municipality of Almere; 

The urban development interacts with the surrounding area. The extra valued features are 

living in dunes, a marina, leisure facilities, SME and transportation facilities and are the unique 

selling point of the project. 

• The detached residences will be sold throughout the project; a great sum of the return 

on investment wil I contain the revenues of the sold properties; 

• Amvest is a development investor and shows commitment towards urban area 

developments, an aspect which is highly appreciated by the municipality of Almere; 

• Amvest finances the entire project, therefore is the company responsible for the project 

and liable of all risks. Communications are extraordinary good, through a clear role 

division. 

This project is a great representative, small scaled pilot project for a development located at 

the future Dutch coastline. This approach of urban area development is a new strategy and 

pilot of Almere, which can influence future common projects. 

Other economie concepts 

Throughout the world, many economie concepts can be found for developing a sustainable 

economie area. A few economie concepts are described in this research. These economie 

concepts are feasible and suitable for the Dutch situation, namely: 

• Economie free zones; 

• Additional taxes; 

• Rental wages depending on the revenue. 

As mentioned in the Dubai paragraph, the use of free zones is beneficia! to new developed 

areas. Free zones can be used to attract more high tech industry of sustainable energy 

concepts. The interpretation of a free zone can be determined in many ways. Operating outside 
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Dutch customs and its legislative barriers or a reduction of tax wages for sustainable activities 

are one of the many forms of eneauraging companies to settie in the Netherlands. The 

attractions of private entrepreneurs are essential for a sustainable mixed use setting of a 

development near the Dutch coastline. 

Additional taxes for developing and maintaining a realized urban area can be proposed as an 

approach for value capturing. Taxes can be collected by the Dutch Real Estate Appraisal Act 

(WOZ) with a guaranteed back cash flow, in the form of investments, for the realized urban 

area. This approach will result in a greater quality of the built environment (Woestijne, 2009). 

Another economie concept is the collection of rental wages depending on the revenue of a 

company. The concept guarantees' the continuation an economie deployment of a certain area. 

For example, a SME is having hard times during the credit crush; the situation has direct effect 

on the revenues of the SME; by reducing the rental wages for a short period of time, the 

entrepreneur can continue its enterprise. In better times, the renter can profit of the extra 

revenue of the enterprise by increasing the rental wages. lt is not only the entrepreneur and 

the renter that profits of this concept, but also the society living in the direct area. Guaranteed 

continues business activities are essential to the value creation/development of an urban area. 

This concept is not a general approach in the Netherlands. Looking to the United States of 

America this concept is integrated nationwide and fluctuates with the economie situation a 

region (Verweij, 2009). 
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2.4 Con lusion 
The value of land reclamation lies within three aspects, namely landjestate development, 

financial engineering and macro-economie effects. landjestate development is necessary to 

obtain fixed exploitation or sales cash flows. Financial engineering can be obtained by value 

capturing of the value generating objects. Macro-economie effects involve the hinterland, 

which can profit of the new developments. 

Yield of land reclamation can be gained by conducting the following features; residences, 

businesses, non-profit facilities, recreation and infrastructure (will not be implemented in the 

research). Features that generate direct yield are residences businesses and newbie 

infrastructure. Indirect yields can be obtained by conducting non-profit facilities and recreation. 

lesson that can be learned of previous land reclamation projects, including an urban 

development are: 

• Conduct publicly funded feasibility studies for major development proposals to minimize 

the risk of private capital; 

• Avoid contiiets of interest; a double role of the government like in Hong Kong and Dubai 

can lead to contiiets of interest when roles and transaction between the public and 

private parties are not clear; 

• Encourage co operations between private sector companies and government agencies 

in undertaking large scaled urban development projects; 

• Create a unique seJiing point for attracting inhabitants and businesses. 
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3 Participation 
This chapter gives a clear vision about a few participation possibilities for substantial market 

players, regarding an urban development of the future Dutch coastline. Question regarding this 

topic are; which parties can are suitable to participate in financing a Dutch coastal/offshore 

urban development? In which possible way can parties participate and what are the 

accompanying risks? 

3.1 Parties/Stakeholders 
This research will reflect two organizational set up models for a development on large scale, 

like the future Dutch coastline. Analyzing the Dutch market and its market players, several 

types of investor can be identified that are capable of (partial) finance the coastal/offshore 

urban development. 

• Urban area developers; 

• Real estate developers; 

• Estate investor including a development department; 

• Public partners; 

• Private partners. 

Urban area developers 

Urban development is a rapidly emerging in the Netherlands. The integral approach of a large 

scaled project is a long term investment, but popular due its directing abilities. In other words; 

an area with many stakeholders can be managed properly by one coordinator. The coordinator 

is responsible of the financial maintenance of the area in the exploitation phase, but also for 

the investment. The direct influence of a private organization is a preferred side-effect by 

imptementing this rnanaging model. 

The investment can be made by the urban area developer self or with additional financial 

partners. The consideration of additional investing parties depends on the project 

characteristics (rate of return, experiences with common projects, risks, eet.), involved parties 

and company capita!. The private organization partly takes over the role and the accompanying 

work packages/taskof public parties, like municipals (Lankhorst & Janssen, 2009). 

A market research and a number of expert interviews point out three players on the urban area 

development industry, namely Vesteda, Amvest and BPF Bouwinvest. These parties a1ll have a 

long term investment strategy and are committed to a sustainable built environment and are 

suitable for participating. 

Rea/ estate developers 

Real estate development demands a project specific investor/client. A project can contain a 

number of buildings for one or two function purposes, like residence or retail. A realized 
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project, an asset, is part of list of assets. The list can be adjusted, by selling and buying real 

estate objects, and reflects the real estate developer's strategy. Characteristics of real estate 

developers are short term investments, renewal of assets and sort term commitment Due this 

sort term investments is a real estate developer less suitable for realizing a future Dutch 

coastline development project. 

Examples of Dutch real estate developers are ING Real Estate, Fortis Real Estate Development. 

Many smaller, less substantial estate developers are active on the Dutch market. 

Estate investor/development investor 

This research makes a distinction between an estate investor and an estate investor including a 

development department Assumed both are listed on the Dutch stock exchange (AEX) for 

increasing company capital. 

The premiere goal of an estate investor is the same as a real estate developer, except selling of 

objects to private owners is due regulations and gavernanee is forbidden. Buying and selling of 

assets is permitted. 

The same strategy is valid for an estate investor including a development department within its 

organization. Adding this department in the company structure, influence can be performed in 

the design and realization phase. Quality control and a lean organization can maximize profits 

(Verweij, 2009). Another fiscal benefit of being an investment institution under Dutch tax law is 

the corporation tax exemption in the Netherlands. These conditions create a chance for a 

secondary goal, namely urban area development. A transition towards urban area development 

is at the moment a trend (Woestijne, 2009). Estate i,nvestors with a development department 

are currently deploying in this market 

The biggest player on the Dutch market is Wereldhave NV. Wereldhave is licensed to operate as 

an investment company under the Dutch financial, supervision act and has a well developed 

estate development department. This stakeholder is financially capable to invest in the future 

Dutch coastline project. 

70% of the total investments are covered by company recourses. The last 30% is leant from a 

specific bank. There are two reasans for this distribution; spreading the riskassets and interest 

(market depending) for a loan. "A loan is sametimes simply cheaper than using your own 

resources" (Woestijne, 2009). 

Pub/ie partners 

The main concern en maximum project profit achievable of a public partner is public interest 

for the society (Abouljoud, 2009). Public partners invest in projects that are necessary for 

developing the micro, meso and macro economy. lnvestments are made without an interest of 

direct rate of return, except for the ground expl,oitation. The new Dutch ground exploitation act 

contains costreeover regulations for the local authority (Wolff, 2007). lnfrastructure and other 

facilities costs have to be partially paid by the private developers. Other aims of the new Dutch 
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ground exploitation act are transparency, complete control for the consumer and competitor 

{Dijk, 2009). 

Private partners 

A project developer can initiate a consortium with multiple private parties. These private 

partners are indentified as banks, property funds, business angels, pension funds, venture 

capitalists. In contracts is agreed about distribution of profits and participation. Bakker {2009) 

defines investment criteria for each group of private partners, regarding the development 

concerning the Dutch coastline. 

Momentarily, due the financial crisis is the participation of private partners in development 

projects decreased. Private partners are considering participation only if the project is secure 

and a guaranteed low risk level {Zeep, 2009). 

3.2 Rol es and participation roodels 
This research will focus on two models that include the design and realization phase and the 

exploitation phase, namely the public private partnership {PPP) model and the development 

company model {Figure 3.1). These two models are a chosenoutof the many available models 

by its usage, project scale, investors fit and its innovative approach. 

The advantages and disadvantages are summed up in the following paragraph. The pros and 

cons are founded by the review of literature and the output of the expert interviews. 

PPP model Development campony model 

Exploitation and 
management by 

the same 
company 

Figure 3.1: Features of the PPP and Development company models sorted by phases. 
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PPP model 

Public private partnership are a voluntary long-term collaboration between two ar more public 

and private autonomous organizations to jointly develop products and services, sharing risk, 

expenses and benefits (Ysa, 2007). 

The PPP model that will be discussed in this paragraph is a concession model/private 

exploitation model, namely Design, Built, Finance, Maintain and Operate (DBFMO). The publ ic 

party that is involved in the PPP will cammission one or several private parties to fully execute 

the development. 

Local authorities set up the rules and demands of the development. The execution of the 

development is done by the private parties which are fully and legally responsible. 

Essential elements and advantages of the PPP during the design and realizat ion phase model 

are listed below: 

• All the individuals share the risk and rewards; 

• Each partner is entitled toshare the net profits of the business; 

• Partners are jointly responsible for all the debts and obligations of the business without 

any limit, including loss and damages arising from wrongful acts ar omissions of their 

fellow partners and potentialliability to third parties. 

• Partners have equal rights to make decisions which affect the business; 

• All the individuals share the ownership of the assets of the business, although they may 

agreed that the firm wil I use an asset which is bought by one of the partners individually 

(Cartlidge, 2006). 

Essential elements and advantages of the general partnership during the exploitation phase 

are: 

• Long term continues cash flow for the exploitation spin-off partnership; 

• A general partnership is nat obligated to publishing the annual resu lts. This non

transparent organization structure is an advantage for the general partnership itself; 

• Less conflict of interest if roles of private and public parties are clear. 

Disadvantage of the PPP model : 

• Lack of succeeded urban area development reference projects in the Netherlands; 

• Hard to isolate and identify the risks, that might be redirected to the holding of the 

participating companies of the general partnership. 

The PPP model can create and capture value for a large urban development. lt can provide 

efficient land acquisition and reject short-term committed parties. The short-term committed 

parties have an extraordinary short term profit vision and mission that they can affect the 

quality and responsibility of the urban area and have na interest in the public services. 
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With a PPP model can be anticipated to changing and emerging market trends. A good PPP 

provides possibilities in the coming years to respond to these changes. lt creates a joint 

development planning on area level. The development plan is created with the knowledge and 

skilis of the public and private parties (Graaf, 2008). 

Development company model 

A development company is an enterprise with an own legal entity (BV or NV) created with the 

parties involved, public and private, to realize an objective and divide the risks in order to 

stimulate the economie development in an area (Braas, 2008). In regards of this research, a 

development company is the initiating, coordinating and exploitation authority for an urban 

area development located at the Dutch coast. lnvestments of public and private parties are 

needed to finance this organization. lnvestors are the stakeholders like developers, sector 

investors, owners, housing corporations, national government and municipalities. 

Advantages and disadvantages are summed up for development companies regarding urban 

area development and are based on findings of expert interviews and the report of J. Braas 

(2008): 

Advantages: 

• The interestsof the involved parties are considered, combined and determined; 

• The ownership of the land is arranged in one company during the realization phase. The 

objective of the projects cannot be interfered with the interests of individual 

participating private or public investors; 

• Direct focus and commitment of all participating investors working towards one goal; 

• Fast decision making processes, due its business structure and approach; 

• For the society: Publication of all cash flows in an obligated annual report (only for a 

BV /NV Ie gal entity); 

• One perfectly clear organization is easy to contact for outsiders; 

• Dispose or selling realized features can be conducted easily if shareholders agree or 

described in the joint agreement. 

Disadvantages: 
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• Formulating all interest of participants into one goal is a difficult, long-lasting process; 

• In future processes or during the implementation phase of the development conflict of 

interests can influence the campany's performance. Therefore solid agreements must 

be made about intern roles. 



3 3 Risk ofparticipation 
The risk is the top priority and most essential investment criteria for a private investor 

regarding an urban area development located at the Dutch coastline. For this project, a 

relationship between risk and return on investment is been indentified for private parties 

(Bakker, 2009). This paragraph will describe the risks of participation for the two above 

mentioned models, PPP and the development company. 

PPPMode/ 

The feasibility study "is Geluk haalbaar" (2004) performed by Ecorys researched the possibilities 

of tour coastal expansion alternatives. The fourth coastal expansion alternative is the similar to 

the large scaled urban area development researched by this end-thesis. Analyzing five different 

participations of PPP for each alternative gives a good overview of risks for participation. The 

distribution of risks, between private and public parties, is the key for private investors for the 

decision to participate or not. Findings of feasibility study are valid for the development of the 

future Dutch coastline. All participation models are analyzed on basis of coordination, selection 

process, arrangement of the development plan, land development and estate exploitation. 

The five participation PPP models, including risks for private parties are: 

1. Entire private development; 

o lncreasing cost prices as result of a .increasing cost index or technica! setbacks; 

e> Market transitions can result in a decreasing market demand or price 

movements; 

o Urban planning problems risks, like zoning plan adjustments, permits, eet.; 

o Risks in the realization phase due transitions in the society or polities. 

2. Public Private Partnership without risk participation of the government; 

o Public parties strategy diverge during plan development; 

o The public and private parties cannot agree upon each other (start up costs risk); 

o Urban planning problems risks; 

o Decreasing profits; 

o Governmental transition risks. 

3. Public Private Partnership with risk participation of the government; 

o Public parties strategy diverge during plan development; 

o The public and private parties cannot agree upon each other (start up costs risk); 

o Shared financial setbacks due risks in land development; 

o Governmental transition risks in the plan development and realization phase. 

4. Public operated development with private process management; 

o Market transitions can result in a decreasing market demand or price 

movements. 

5. Public operated development. 
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o Market transitions can result in a decreasing market demand or price 

movements. 

Conditions for a sustainable cooperation between private and public parties for realizing a 

development regarding the future Dutch coastline are extracted out of expert interviews and 

the "is Geluk haalbaar" report (2004). Interaction of stakeholders is needed for a sustainable 

plan development. The phases of the development have to be flexible in time. As mentioned in 

the previous paragraph, roles of risk-bearing stakeholders must be determined for every phase. 

The government must control the competing developments, which secures the demand for 

housing/businesses. Politica! visions have to be guaranteed throughout the entire project. 

Development Company 

In a development company structure risks are divided and established by a statuturn reale. In 

general, all stakeholders work on one goal and are responsible as one common group. Risks 

that are indentified in expert interviews are: 

• Formulating all interest of participants into one goal is a difficult process, start up costs 

risk are involved if parties cannot agree upon each other; 

• Conflict of interests; 

• Possible rising social revolt against certain cash flows or investments, which are 

published in the annual report. A part of the investments can be identified as public 

money. Public funded investments need to meet the primary goal of the government, 

namely the social significance. 

Research is recommended to indentify extern and intern risks. Limited of joint stock company 

are confronted with Dutch legal issues, which can make participation a private investor 

financially unattractive. 

3.4 Condusion 
Parties that are suitable for participating in financing a Dutch coastal/offshore urban 

development are wealthy urban area developers, estate investors including a development 

department, public and private partners. They all have a long term commitment strategy which 

can guarantee an incremental development throughout the years. Secondly, executing parties 

are respecting the transition of responsibility from public to private parties. 

Two participation models are researched; Public Private Partnership and Development 

Company. The models include a realization and exploitation phase. The recommended 

participation model is a development company, which have several important advantages 

compared with a PPP model: 
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• Direct focus and commitment of all participating investors working towards one goal; 

• Fast decision making processes, due its business structure and approach; 

• For the society: Publication of all cash flows in an obligated annual report (only for a 

BV/NV legal entity); 



• One perfectly clear organization is easy to contact for outsiders; 

Dispose or selling realized features can be conducted easily if shareholders agree or 

described in the joint agreement. 

ldentified participating risks by expert interviews are: 

• Formulating all interest of participants into one goal is a difficult process, start up costs 

risk are involved if parties cannot agree upon each other; 

• Conflict of interests; 

• Possible rising social revolt against certain cash flows or investments, which are 

published in the annual report. A part of the investments can be identified as public 

money. Public funded investments need to meet the primary goal of the government, 

namely the social significance. 

Research is recommended to indentify extern and intern risks. 
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4 Bebavior of au investor in decision making 
The focus of this chapter is the determination of a conceptual framework for the preferenee 

and choice behavior of an investor, regarding the investment be'havior for the development of 

the future Dutch coastline. A good conceptual frameworkis necessary to describe an investor 

choice and is crucial for predicting the outcome and understanding the investor's preferences 

and choices. The insight of the theoretica! behavior of private investor in the decision-making 

process, regarding the value characteristics of the future development gives public parties the 

advantage to adjust their development program or approach. 

Conceptual model 

A conceptual model for decision-making reflects a theoretica! process of the decision maker. 

The conceptual model of individual choice behavior that underlies most of the currently used 

choice models is derived from various sources. The model is based on the review of the 

conceptual model of theme park visitor choice behavior (Kemperman, 2000) and is shown in 

Figure 4.1. The following text wilt explain the model. 

D . I 
Preformed by th1s research I lnvestment 

decision problem : D Preformed by the research I 

~ __ ~D~n: ~~·:_ ___ : 

Physical 
environment 

Value 
characteristics 

Cognitive 
environment 

* 

Return on 
investment, Risk, 

Growth etc. 

Dec is ion 

Subjeelive Subjeelive Choice 
filtering weighing implementation 

Figure 4.1: Conceptual model of investor choice behavior. 

The assumption is made that an investor haves to make a decision for investing in a large urban 

development project concerning the future Dutch coastline. The decision is based on the 

decision criteria. The decision criteria for this research are the value characteristics; the 

research of Dennis Bakker (return on investment, risk, growth). Taking into account the 

investors constraints and preferences for the investment, there is one set of value 

characteristics that optimizes the investor's interest. 
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The value characteristics are set of attributes that can take different values, for example, living 

near water, recreation facilities or the building type, apartments. This can be measured in 

ranges of coefficients. 

lt is assumed the decision problem, to invest or nat, combined with the value characteristics, 

defines a set of decision criteria, conditioning the investor's perception of the physical 

environment. 

As shown in Figure 4.1 this phase involves subjective filtering. This filtering is a side-effect of the 

experiences and knowledge of the investor. Imperfect experiences and knowledge results in a 

cognitive environment, where weighing of the characteristics becomes more essential. 

The investors are assumed to discriminate between the limited investment decision-making 

available intheir cognitive environment and a limited set of value characteristics. The perceived 

value of each value characteristic by an investor is evaluated in terms of its attractiveness. 

Second step in the process is the evaluation of alternative sets of value characteristics and their 

combination. The subjective weighing is a tooi that evaluates the alternatives and their 

combi nations. 

The preferenee structure consistsof an ordering of the investment criteria on the basis of the 

investor satisfaction and the particular needs underlying the decision problem. The decision 

process is the act that combines all criteria, which lead to a final decision. lt links the 

preferences for the investment to the actual choice behavior. 
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Research findings 

5 Research Methods 
The following pre-determined sub questions will be answered by conducting the methods 

described in this chapter. Answers are given in chapter 7 "Findings". 

• What are the most important value characteristics, preterred by a private investor for 

the development of the future Dutch coastline? 

• What is the ideal mixed use of features, preterred by a private investor, regarding the 

future coastal/offshore urban development? 

• What are the influences of the most important value characteristics in the decision

making processof a private investor? 

5.1 Ranking ba ed on lhe AHP Metbod 

Built environment characteristics 

The Analytic Hierarchy Process or Analytic Network Process is a general theory of 

measurement. lt is used to derive relative priorities on absolute scales from bath discrete and 

continuous paired camparisans in multilevel hierarchic structures. The camparisans may be 

taken from actual measurements or from fundamental scale that reflects the relative strength 

of preferences and feelings (Saaty, Theory and application of the analytic network process, 

2005). 

The AHP has a special concern with departure from co nsistency and the measurement of this 

departure, and with dependenee within and between the groups of elements of its structure 

(Saaty & Vargas, Decision making with the analytic network process, 2006). 

The AHP which is used in this research is a nonlinear framewerk for carrying out bath deductive 

and inductive thinking without use of the syllogism. This is made possible by taking several 

factors into consideration simultaneously, allowing for dependenee and for feedback, and 

making numerical tradeoffs to arrive at a synthesis of conclusion. 

Normally, the AHP methad uses paired comparison judgments, which are applied to pairs on 

the same hierarchical level. The methad used for the survey is an adapted version of the AHP 

method. The basic principle is based on multi comparison judgments, reducing the number of 

questions. This assumption of AHP is proposed and recommended by PhD-student William 

Gyadu-Asied u. 
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Figure 5.1 : Question example of the built environment characteristics ranking survey. 

AHP uses rational terms like "Moderate importance" and "Equal lmportance" linked with a 

scale 1 to 9. lf paired comparison is used, a respondent must choose an option out of 

seventeen. The reason is the link with the derived percentage scale. The survey based on the 

AHP methad uses directly the percentage element, which result less entanglement for the 

respondent and allows us to judge multiple value characteristics. An example question is shown 

in Figure 5.1. 

The hierarchy level, goal, characteristics categories and value characteristics, of each 

characteristic must be defined and outlined in a table {Figure 5.2). The characteristics or 

characteristic category will be bundled for one survey question. 

Contract type 

Achitecture of 
the environment 

View 

Density of the 
environment 

Living near 
water 

Living near flora 

Figure 5.2: The hierarchy of characteristics 

The data output of this methad is the same as the AHP method, namely percentages of 

importance. An offset of the percentages results in a ranking of the value characteristics. As 
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defined in the scope, the survey is based on a minimum of 20 experts. Results of this survey are 

explained and discussed in chapter 7. 

Functional environment characteristics 

The functional environment characteristics are measured by using the multiple choices method. 

This methad is chosen for its simplicity and efficiency. A long list of functional environment 

characteristics must be judged by the respondent by choosing one of the four categories. 

The choice categories are measured in distances of: 

• Less than 1 kilometer; 

• Less than 5 kilometers; 

• More than 5 kilometers; 

• This feature is nat important. 

This scale is based on the traveling methods linked with distances, as researched by the CBS. A 

table of the mobility characteristics per region by methad of transportation, which is used in 

this 'research, is displayed in Appendix 4: Mobility per region by methad of transportation and 

characteristics 

After analyzing the results, links and relations can be extracted in regards with the built 

environment characteristics. Every functional environment characteristic can be subdivided in 

one of the built environment characteristics. In the table functional environment characteristics 

of Appendix 2: Value characteristics long-list distinct the column " relation" the relation with the 

other set of characteristics. Due this relation, statements and conclusions can be made. For 

example; if the built environment characteristic "leisure facilities" is one of the five most 

important characteristics, are the functional environment characteristics "Beach presence" and 

"Piayground presence" one of the relations. This directly influences the performance of the 

related built environment characteristic. A set of ranges can be gained out of the collected data 

that indicated the distance of each functional environment characteristic. 

5.2 Stated choice 
Analyz ing the sensitivity of the influence in decision-making is performed by a stated choice 

method. This paragraph explains the basic approach of the stated choice methad and the 

design for this research. 

Random utility models 

The approach for this part of the research is based on a random utility model. This model 

accounts the probabilistic nature of investor's choices. The theory of random utility assumes: 
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The equation means that the utility Ui for an attribute profile i E A, where A is the set of all 

possible value characteristics considered, consists of a systematic ordeterministic component 

Vi and a random error component Ei (Kemperman, 2000). 

Stated choice methodo/ogy 

The approach of random utility is the basic principle of the stated choice or stated preferenee 

method. Stated choice or stated preferenee methods are used aften in studies that abserve 

decisions. This methad is a well-known methad in transportation and retailing studies. Choice 

modeling has been developed and implemented in researches since the 1980's (Louviere, 

Hensher, & Swait, 2000). 

A modeling approach is needed that is based on the discussed conceptual model of investors 

for the development of the future Dutch coastline (chapter 4). This allows measuring effectively 

the influence of a value characteristic on the decision-making process of an investor. 

Choice design 

Using the top 5 of value characteristics as attributes and a ratio of three success indicators 

(high, medium and low) as variables, the possible combinations are 35 = 243 possible value 

characteristics sets (profiles). A randomization, with an average levell, is been preformed to 

reduce the number of profiles to 27. The survey contains 9 sets of 4 alternatives. The first set of 

alternatives is displayed in Figure 5.3. The option "no expansion" is also included, which needs 

an alternative-specific constant. The alternative-specific constants are added to the data set for 

eliminating the inf,luence of the "no alternative" option in the regression calculations. 

Maak een afweging tussen de verschillende opties en bijbehorende variabelen van de 
waardekenmerken De variabelen hebben betrekking op het verwachte succes Voorbeeld ''Hoog'' 
betekend dus een verwachte hoge kans van slagen 

Si!ll Uitbreiding A Uitbreiding B Uitbreiding c Geen uitbreiding 

MKB Gemiddeld Laag Gemiddeld 

Wonen aan het water Laag Hoog Hoog 

Recreatie faciliteiten Hoog Laag Laag 

Hightech industrie Hoog Hoog Hoog 

Appartementen Gemiddeld Hoog Hoog 

Keuze:! A B c D 

B c 0 

Figure 5.3: Question example of the stated choice survey. 

Multinomia//ogit model 

The multinomial logit model is a widely applied model in discrete choice analysis. lt can predict 

the probability that a choice option, a set of value characteristics, is chosen by an investor. The 

model is derived from the assumption that error distributions are independently and identically 
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distributed according to a Gumbel distribution. This results in the Multinomial Logit Model 

{MNL) with the following equation {Kemperman, 2000): 

P(iiA) = exp (flVJ 
LitEA exp (flVi') 

Explanation of the parameters: 

P(i IA) = the probability that alternative i is chosen from choice set A; 

= the structural utility of alternative i; 

= the f1 is a scalar quantity known as the Gumbel scale factor. The Gumbel scale 

factor is inversely proportional to the varianee in the error of the multinomial 

logit model. This research deals with only one data set, so this factor is set to 

one. 

5.3 Expert interviews 
For this research are the expert interviews a secondary research method. This type of 

information/data collection is additional to the primary research methods, namely the Analytic 

Hierarchy Process and Stated Choice. There are seven private investors, one public investor and 

one consultancy bureau interviewed. A list of the expert interviews is added in appendix 7, 

including a short summery of subjects discussed. Interview findings are throughout the entire 

research document processed. 

The interviews have been set up in an open semi-structured way. This means that the outline of 

all interviews is determined before the first interview. In genera!, each interview is different, so 

small adjustments are made to guarantee the quality and advancement of the gathered 

information. 
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6 Data coneetion 
Analyzing and interpreting the collected data is significant for gaining the right results. This 

chapter gives a clear overview a bout the process of the data collection and the respondents. All 

surveys are executed, filled in by experts and displayed online (http:/ /www.student.tue.ni/S 

/o.n.d.v.d.vaart/afstudeeronderzoek). The questionnaire is shown in Appendix 8. As mentioned 

above, to attract as many experts as possible the questionnaire is kept as simpleas it can get. 

Avoiding a long list of questions will exclude demotivated respondents. 

6.1 Mo t important value characteri tic 

Data preparation 

The data is processed and shown in a hierarchical tree by percentages (Figure 6.1). Every level 

has a distri bution of 100% over the possible options. 

External environmental• 
characteristics 

0.359 

Value 
Characterisics 

I 
1.000 

0.389 0.389 

Figure 6.1: Data of the AHP based survey in hierarchical order (every level is 1.000 = 100%). 

0.221 
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There are two correction factors to obtain the final ranking list of built environment 

characteristics (Appendix 2: Value characteristics long-list): 

• Correction 1: Proportion correction of the available options in a characteristic category. 

A category of 2 options have a larger percentage, than a category of four options. Thus, 

every category is calculated into four options (the most occurring category set). 

Example: There are two contract type options, so the finale percentage date must be 

reduced by 0.50. 

• Correction 2: The residential category has a total of 10 characteristics, while the non

residential category has 12. This skewed distribution is corrected by dividing the total 

for the residential category by 10/22 and for the non-residential category by 12/22. 

The data collection and preparation for the functional environment characteristics is easily 

done, every distance refers with a maximum transportation distance range. 

Interpret of the ranges: 

• "Walking distance" Less than 1 kilometer; 

• "Cycle distance" Less than 5 kilometers; 

• "Car or public transport distance" More than 5 kilometers; 

• This feature is nat important. 

Respondents 

The population of this survey consists of private investors with potential, alternative investing 

missions. The population is partial different than the actual respondents, it hard to find the 

perfect, average investor. This issue is solved by adapting the role of private investor with 

potential, alternative investment mission as respondent. 

The survey will have a quantitative character, but due expert responses the reliability of output 

will be sufficient. Therefore, all generated results can be interpreted as the vision of one overall 

expert. 

The data collection of the survey, based on AHP, is digitally collected. 25 of the approximately 

125 experts have responded to the survey. The actual group of respondentscan be split in two 

groups. The first group contains junior/senior advisers of Dutch banks, real estate developers, 

project developers, urban area developers, consulting bureaus and property investors. This first 

group is 52% of the responses. The second group consists out of students of the business 

engineering group (graduate students first semester 2009) and is 48% of the responses. 100% 

of the students have a bachelor degree and are thus semi-experts. There is no noise in the 

results by adding this group to the respondents list. A list of respondents including their 

organization is shown in Appendix 5: Respondents. 
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6.2 Sensitivity analysis of tbe influence in decision-making 

Data preparation 

The data for this research is gathered by executing the stated choice method, which design is 

explained in paragraph 5.2. The data is prepared in excel for the input data set that is necessary 

for the program NLOGIT. NLOGIT (version 4.0) is a program for estimation, model simulation 

and analysis of multinomial choice data, such as stated choice. lt interprets sets of competing 

alternatives. 

Respondents 

The population is the same as described in paragraph 7.1. Again, the survey demands the 

respondent to adapt the role of private investor with potential, alternative investment mission. 

This survey haves also a quantitative character, but due expert responses the reliability of 

output will be sufficient. Therefore, all generated results can be interpreted as the vision of one 

overall expert. 

The data collection of the survey is digitally collected. 28 of the approximately 150 experts have 

responded to the survey. The actual group of respondentscan be split in two groups. The first 

group contains junior/senior advisers of Dutch banks, real estate developers, project 

developers, urban area developers, National Civil Pension Fund, consulting bureaus and 

property investors. This first group is 57% of the responses. The second group consists out of 

studentsof the business engineering group (graduate students first semester 2009) and is 43% 

of the responses. A list of respondents including their organization is shown in Appendix 5: 

Respondents. 
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7 Findings 
The findings of this research contain two analyses (§7.1 & §7.2) and one design (§7.3). Please 

remember that these finding are a part of the entire research, as mentioned in paragraph 11.1. 

All findingscan be found in the joint article. 

7.1 M st important value charaderistics 

Ranking the built environment value characteristics 

The data collection of the survey, based on the AHP method, resulted after analyzing in a 

ranking of the built environment characteristics and the range of the functional environment 

characteristics. The functional environment characteristics are only displayed for the top 5 

including a relation with built environment characteristics. Appendix 2: Value characteristics 

long-list contains the entire ranking list. 

Table 7.1: Top 5 build environment characteristics for the future Dutch coastline development. 

Built environment characteristics Rank Percent of total 

Smalland Middle Enterprises 1 7,5% 
Living near water 2 6,2% 
Leisure facilities 3 6,1% 
High-tech industry 4 6,0% 
Apartments 5 5,7% 

The most important value characteristics for the future Dutch coastline development are 

displayed in 

Table 7.1. The value characteristic "Small and middle enterprises" points out to be the most 

essential feature for gaining a successful development of the future Dutch coastline. This 

feature is not only the economie driver for the tourism sector, but also for the habitants of the 

future expansion (Fransen, 2009)(Chung, 2005). Smalland middle enterprises are fulfilling basic 

needs and demands of the future inhabitants. 

Living near water and leisure facilities are characteristics that is specific for the project location 

and will feed the needs of the tourism sector (Lankhorst & Janssen, 2009). 

High-tech industry is preterred by many investors for its sustainable economical character, 

means continues cash flow and zero emission industry (Lam & Krijger, 2009). Apartments are 

the most preterred building type. This high density building type intends to deliver a higher, 

desired cash flow for the developer (Woestijne, 2009). 

The ranking findings are validated by the data collected by expert interviews. A reference 

project, Almere Duin, contains features like small and middle enterprises, living near water, 

leisure facilities and apartments. Another reference plan, the tulip island or the Lievense plan 
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(Appendix 3: Value characteristics glossary), contains the hightech industry feature, mixed with 

the other top 5 features. 

The contact type percentage distribution is a great reflection of the reality. The proportions 

distribution of a rental residence (42%) versus private property residence (58%) can be 

interpreted skew, but as investor and exploitation company a share in rental residences is 

highly preferred. According to the experts interviews this transition is an emerging trend in the 

Netherlands. 

The most important Ju netion al environment va/ue characteristics 

This part of the survey is collected by using the multiple choice method. Table 7.2 is an 

overview of the most important functional environment characteristics. Example of a survey 

result: Neighborhood supermarket is preterred to be in walking range of 1 km. This tunetion 

leads into a higher quality of the built environment, which can result in value creation of an 

urban area and eventually in higher rate of return for the investor. 

The results of this survey can interpreted into an overall conclusion; the expected return on 

investment of the tourism (SME and Leisure facilities) and high tech industry are highly 

preterred by investors, regarding the future Dutch coastline development. Next to the above

mentioned Table 7.2 is valid. 

Table 7.2: Functional environment characteristics ranked primarily by the built environment 
characteristics and secondly their range. 
Functional environment characteristics Range Re lation Rank 

Neighborhood supermarket presence Distance < 1 km SME 0,075 
Shopping mali presence Distance < 5 km SME 0,075 
Restaurants presence Distance < 5 km SME 0,075 
Entertainment centre presence Distance < 5 km SME 0,075 
Hotels presence Distance > 5 km SME 0,075 
Beach presence Distance < 1 km Leisure facilities 0,061 
Playground presence Distance < 1 km Leisure facilities 0,061 
Outdoor sport facilities presence Distance < 5 km Leisure facilities 0,061 
Swimming pool presence Distance < 5 km Leisure facilities 0,061 
Arthouse presence Distance > 5 km Leisure facilities 0,061 
Theater presence Distance > 5 km Leisure facilities 0,061 
Museum presence Distance > 5 km Leisure facilities 0,061 
Water sport facilities presence Distance > 5 km Leisure facilities 0,061 
Energy generating neighborhood presence Distance < 1 km HighTech industry 0,060 
Wind farming presence Distance > 5 km HighTech industry 0,060 
Energy buffer plan Lievense presence Distance > 5 km HighTech industry 0,060 
Fresh/Salt water power station presence Notimportant HighTech industry 0,060 
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7.2 Preferred spatiallayout 
This preterred spatial layout contains the design part of the research. The design is based on 

the results and analysis of the most important value characteristics. The following paragraph 

explains how. 

The spatial layout, preterred by investors, consists out of two aspects and is designed to 

maximize the return on investment. The output of built environment characteristics 

(percentages) and functional environment characteristics (distances) can be linked directly to 

an abstract spatial layout, which can be the basis of a future master plan . The 'layout is 

preterred by a private investor. The built environment characteristics percentages, which have 

been calculated, can be directly used the fiscal area arrangement. The functional environment 

characteristics point out specific elements in a certain range. A graphical overview of these 

calculations is presented in Figure 7.1. 

According to Cook & Ng (1997) 10,1% of the reclaimed land in Hong Kong is addressed to 

industry. Reflecting on the results of the survey, a ditterenee between Dubai and the 

Netherlands of 3% is minimaL The residential space addressed for the newly formed and 

purposed reclamation runs up to 19.1% of the available land. Fora development for the Dutch 

coastline a much higher percentage is preferred. Grounds for this distinction are cultural 

ditterences and the building type. High rise buildings with apartments are preterred in Asia. A 

mix of building types is preterred throughout the Netherlands, so more land is addressed and 

needed for this de mand (44% of the reclaimed land). 

M. Pacione (2005) described in his research the urban development of Dubai, that most land 

use is dedicated for residence. No exact numbers or percentages are given. 
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7.3 Sensitivity a na lysis of the influence in decision-making 
The output of the stated choice methad points out the range of an attribute in relation with a 

set of attributes. A wider range of an attribute means that this attribute is a more important 

influence in the decision-making of a private investor. The influence of these attribute is 

measured by coefficients, processed by the output file of the NLGGIT program (Appendix 6) and 

is shown in Table 7.3. 

Table 7.3: Findingsof the value characteristics influence in the decision-making process. 

Built environment characteristic Coefficients Variabie Range 

Smalland Middle Enterprises 0,203 High 
0,374 Medium 0,951 
-0,577 Low 

Living near water 0,878 High 
0,003 Medium 1,760 
-0,881 Low 

~. 

Leisure facilities 0,923 High 
0,126 Medium 1,971 
·1,049 Low 

High-tech industry 0,650 High 
-0,180 Medium 1,120 

Apartments 
1-

-0,470 Low 
0,813 High 
-0,012 Medium 1,614 
-0,801 Low 

I ~ 

Analysis 

Results point out that the value characteristic "leisure facilities" is the most essential influence 

in the decision-making processof a private investor. The range of 1,971 (Table 7.3) underlines 

this statement. Secondly, "Living near water" (one of the unique selling point of the 

development) is scoring high. The most outstanding characteristic is "Small and Middle 

Enterprises" with the lowest range of 0,951. Probably, the private investor considers it normal 

that retail and other SME object are integrated in a development and leave this out of the 

decision (see results paragraph 7.1 & 7.2). 

Likelihood of the output 

To estimate the parameters in a choice model maximum likelihood estimation can be used. The 

dependent variabie is the discrete choices of the respondents. The independent variables are 

the value characteristics (the attributes). Usually, the multinomial logit model is assumed to 

represent the choice data. 

As described by A. Kernperman (2000), a methode to estimate whether the choice model 

significantly impraves the null model (in other words: no model at all) can be found by 

executing the following test. 
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The log likel'ihood value at convergence LL8 can be compared with the log likelihood of the null 

choice model LL0 (i.e. the log likelihood that arises when each alternative is assumed equally 

likely to be chosen). This is tested using the likelihood ratio test statistic with the following 

equation: 

G2 = -2(LL0 - LL8 ) 

The equation tests for the hypothesis that all parameters are equal to zero. This statistic is 

asymptotically chisquared distributed with degrees of treedom equal to the 11 free parameters 

in the model (including the alternative-specific constants). The likelihood of this model is 

calculated by NLGGIT and shown in the output file (Appendix 6: NLGGIT output file) . The input 

and statistica! calculations are correct performed, according the number of iterations (7 

iterations). The calculation shows a Log-L tunetion (LL0 ) of -341.409 and Log likelihood tunetion 

of -279.769 (LL8 ). The outcome of G2 is 123,279. According to the table "degree of freedom" a 

95% confidence level and 11 degrees of freedom will lead in a G2min of 19,68. This test 

concludes that the model is useful and better than no model at all. 

Goodness of fit of the model 

Another test can also be used to compare the log likelihood of models that can be regarded as 

an extension of each other. The equation of McFadden's rho square: 

LL 
R2 = 1- (__!) 

LL0 

Th is is commonly used to indicate the goodness of fit of the choice model (Kemperman, 2000). 

Calculations shows a R2 of 0.1805 and R2 
Ad} of 0,1685, while a perfect model would be 

R2 = 1.0 .. Using the knowledge of a small (but acceptable) number of experts, the respondents 

of the survey, the R2 
Ad} automatically wil I be low. In this approach the reliability of the model is 

sufficient. The overall fit of the model of this research is acceptable. 
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8 Conclusions & recom1nendations 

8.1 Conclusions 
Conclusions of the end-thesis of Oscar van der Vaart are described in the following paragraph. 

Please remember that these finding are a part of the entire research, as mentioned in 

paragraph 11.1. All findings of a business approach for the development of the future Dutch 

coastline can be found in the joint article. 

The following main question reflects the focus of this research: Which value characteristics con 

help driving up the value of a future Dutch coastline development far a participating private 

investor? 

Firstly, the value characteristics for driving up the value for a development can be split up in 

two sub categories, namely the built environment and functionat environment characteristics. 

The most important built environment characteristics are smalt and middle enterprises, living 

near water, leisure facilities, high-tech industry and apartments (ranked by importance). 

Analyzing the results of the AHP based survey; the most important characteristics arebasedon 

the economie value perception and the imagined appraisal of the future inhabitant of an 

expert/respondent. 

The characteristic "Small and middle enterprises" points out to be the most essential feature 

for gaining a successful development of the future Dutch coasttine. This feature is nat only the 

economie driver for the tourism sector, but also for the habitants of the future expansion 

(Fransen, 2009)(Chung, 2005). Small and middle enterprises are fulfilling basic needs and 

demands of the future inhabitants. The other four built environment are nearly as important as 

SME, a significant difference is negligible. Emphasizing the fact, a mixed use setting is the key 

fora sustainable, value generating built environment (lankhorst & Janssen, 2009). 

A design of the preferred functional environment characteristics are mapped in Figure 7.1, 

along a spatial layout of the urban development located on new made land. Highlights are the 

tourism (SME and Leisure facitities) and hightech industry that which are highly preferred by 

investors due its expected return on investment. 

A good implementation of these characteristics is a great starting point for generating value, 

which can be captured by multiple methods, namely economie free zones (indirect method), 

additional taxes and rental wages depending on the revenue. 

Secondly, the built environment characteristic which has the most influence on the decision

making of a private investor is "leisure facilities". Next to this, two other characteristics play a 

significant role in the decision making, namely "living near water" and the building type 

"apartments". 
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8.2 Recommendation 

Recommendations for the development of the future Dut eh coastline 

Research findings are useful for two parties. lt recommends public parties how to initiate a 

Dutch coastal/offshore urban development and identifies the preferences of private investors. 

Next to that, the recommendation creates awareness for business opportunity, especially for 

private investors. 

The findings, summarized in the previous paragraph, are the basic assumptions for driving up 

the value of a coastal/offshore urban development. These basic principles, also known as value 

drivers, are highly recommended for realizing such a development. 

Next to the above mentioned, the recommended participation model is a development 

company, which have several important advantages compared with a PPP model: 

• Direct focus and commitment of all participating investors working towards one goal; 

• Fast decision making processes, due its business structure and approach; 

• For the society: Publication of all cash flows in an obligated annual report (only for a 

BV /NV Ie gal entity); 

• One perfectly clear organization is easy to contact for outsiders; 

• Dispose or selling realized features can be conducted easily if shareholders agree or 

described in the joint agreement. 

Participating risksfora development company identified by expert interviews are: 

• Formulating all interest of participants into one goal is a difficult process, start up casts 

risk are involved if parties cannot agree u pon each other; 

• Conflict of interests; 

• Possible rising social revolt against certain cash flows or investments, which are 

published in the annual report. A part of the investments can be identified as public 

money. Public funded investments need to meet the primary goal of the government, 

namely the social significance. 

For initiating such a project a lot of commitment and will power is needed for bath public as 

wellas private parties. The following steps are recommended to obtain the start-upprocessof 

a development of the future Dutch coastline: (1) Prepare a well founded business case that 

projects a policy. This business case is designed by private parties in cooperation with the 

government. This business case preparation is publicly funded . (2) Gain support of the local 

municipalities and other uninformed government agencies. Next to this, find potential 

participating private investors, like urban developers or estate investors including a 

developrnent department. A strong commitment throughout the project is compelled. Early 

involvement will push bath parties towards their joint goal. (3) Public and private parties need 

to agree upon a revised business case which contains the policy throughout the project. A letter 
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of intention is signed by all involved parties. (4) lnitiate a development company with the 

participating parties. Clarify the roles of parties and their part of the investment and profit 

share. (5) Undertake the MER procedure, which is initiated and coordinated by the 

development company. Adjustments regarding the project will be handlied by the development 

company. (6) After the approval of the MER the design phase of the project can be initiated by 

the development company. 

Recommendations for further research 

Research is recommended for the following issues, regarding the development of the future 

Dutch coastline: 
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• Conducting the same research with more respondents, which result in a higher 

reliability of the outcome; 

• lndentifying extern and intern participation risksfora development company; 

• Conducting a historie pricing method (like the hedonic price method) on existing urban 

development realized on reclaimed land to evaluate certain value characteristic that 

influence the performance of a development. 
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Appendix 1: Value characteristics tree 
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Appendix 2: VaJue characteristics long-List 

2 Living near water 0,062 

3 Leisure facilities 0,061 

4 Hightech industry 0,060 

5 Apartments 0,057 

6 View 0,054 

7 Private property 0,053 

8 Architecture of the environment 0,051 

9 living near flora 0,050 

10 Density of the environment 0,048 

11 Row of residences 0,047 

12 Education facilities 0,045 

13 Agriculture 0,044 

14 Transportation facilities 0,044 

15 Detached residences 0,044 

16 Healthcare facilities 0,043 

17 Rent contract 0,039 

18 Safety of the public spaces 0,032 

19 Recreation flora 0,030 

20 Lively public spaces 0,027 

21 Relax spaces 0,020 

22 Heavy industry 0,014 

Total 1,000 



Neighborhood supermarket presence Distance < 1 km SME 0,075 

Shopping mali presence Distance < 5 km SME 0,075 

Hotels presence Distance > 5 km SME 0,075 

Restaurants presence Distance < 5 km SME 0,075 

Entertainment centre presence Distance < 5 km SME 0,075 

Outdoor sport facilities presence Distance < 5 km Leisure facilities 0,061 

Swimming pool presence Distance < 5 km Leisure facilities 0,061 

Arthouse presence Distance > 5 km Leisure facilities 0,061 

Theater presence Distance > 5 km Leisure facilities 0,061 

Museum presence Distance > 5 km Leisure facilities 0,061 

Beach presence Distance < 1 km Leisure facilities 0,061 

Watersport facilities presence Distance > 5 km Leisure facilities 0,061 

Playground presence Distance < 1 km Leisure facilities 0,061 

Wind farming presence Distance > 5 km High Tech industry 0,060 

Energy buffer plan lievense presence Distance > 5 km HighTech industry 0,060 

Fresh/Salt water power station presence Not important HighTech industry 0,060 

Energy generating neighborhood presence Distance < 1 km HighTech industry 0,060 

Primary school presence Distance < 5 km Education facilities 0,045 

High school presence Distance < 5 km Education facilities 0,045 

College presence Distance > 5 km Education facilities 0,045 

University presence Distance > 5 km Education facilities 0,045 

Public transport bus stop presence Distance < 1 km Transport facilities 0,044 

Public transport metro presence Distance < 1 km Transport facilities 0,044 

Public transport train station presence Distance < 5 km Transport facilities 0,044 

Public transport ferry presence Not important Transport facilities 0,044 

Container terminal presence Not important Transport facilities 0,044 

Cruise terminal presence Not important Transport facilities 0,044 

International airport presence Distance > 5 km Transport facilities 0,044 

Traffic enelosure road presence Distance < 5 km Transport facilities 0,044 

Cycle facilities presence Distance < 1 km Transport facilities 0,044 

Parking facilities presence Distance < 1 km Transport facilities 0,044 

Hospita! presence Distance > 5 km Health care facilities 0,043 

Retirement home presence Distance < 5 km Health care facilities 0,043 

Health clinic presence Distance > 5 km Health care facilities 0,043 

Distance between residence and work Distance > 5 km Employment N/A 



Appendix 3: Value characteristics glossary 
Energy buffer plan Lievense 

Plan Lievense is een plan voor 

energieopslag met behulp van een 

waterbuffer in het Markermeer toen 

het voornemen tot inpoldering tot 

Markerwaard van de baan was. In 1981 

presenteerde ingenieur LW. Lievense 

een alternatief plan voor de 

Markerwaard. De kern van het plan 

bestond eruit van het Markermeer een 

buffer te maken voor de productie van elektriciteit. Dit meer zou gevuld met water moeten 

worden in tijden van weinig vraag en veel aanbod van elektriciteit. De overcapaciteit die er dan 

bestaat aan elektriciteitsproductie diende aangewend te worden om de waterstand in het meer 

omhoog te brengen. Wanneer er weinig aanbod was en veel vraag zouden de turbines van het 

meer stroom leveren. Dit plan was uitgedacht in verband met de problemen rond 

elektriciteitsopwekking met windenergie. Het aanbod van elektriciteit door wi1ndturbines is 

door de sterk variërende windsnelheden grillig en heeft weinig verband met de vraag. Door de 

aanleg van dit spaarbekken hoopte Lievense dit probleem te ondervangen 

(http:/ /nl.wikipedia.org/). 
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Capaciteit: 1.500 MW, 20.000 MWh 
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Fresh/Salt water power station 

Osmotic power or salinity gradient power is the energy retrieved from the difference inthesalt 

concentration between seawater and river water. Two practical methods for this are Reverse 

electrodialysis, and Pressure retarded osmosis. 

Both processes rely on osmosis with ion specific membranes. The key waste product is brackish 

water. This byproduct is the result of natura! forces that are being harnessed: the flow of fresh 

water into seas that are made up of salt water. The technologies have been confirmed in 

Iabaratory conditions. They are being developed into commercial use in the Netherlands and 

Norway. The cost of the membrane has been an obstacle. A new, cheap membrane, based on 

an electrically modified polyethylene plastic, made it fit for potential commercial use 

(http:/ /nl.wikipedia.org/). 

Energy generating neighborhood 

De actieve zon ne-energie wordt geleverd door het toepassen van 3, 75 MegaWatt 

photovoltaïsche zonnepanelen (kortweg: PV) op de daken van de woningen en de diverse 

voorzieningen. Dit maakt onderdeel uit van het 5 MegaWatt PV-project, dat behalve in de 

gemeente Heerhugowaard voor 1,25 MegaWatt wordt gerealiseerd in de gemeenten Alkmaar 

en Langedijk. Hiernaast worden om een C02-emmissieneutrale wijk te verwezenlijken, 

enerziezuinige huizen gebouwd en drie windturbines geplaatst. Het recreatiegebied gaat, naast 

bos en ecologische zones, uit ruim 75 hectare water met zwemkwaliteit bestaan. Naar 

verwachting zijn in 2008 de Stad van de Zon en het recreatiegebied Heerhugowaard-Zuid klaar 

(http:/ /nl.wikipedia.org/). 



Appendix 4: Mobility per region by metbod of transportation and 
characteristics 

Regions The Netherlands 
Pop u lation Entire population 
Period 2007 
Mobility characteristic km 
Subject 

Distance of 0 till 0,5 km 0 0 0 0,01 0,03 
Distance of 0,5 till1 km 0,02 0 0 0,06 0,09 
Distance of 1 till 2,5 km 0,25 0 0 0,49 0,23 
Distance of 2,5 till3,7 km 0,3 0 0,02 0,36 0,1 
Distance of 3,7 till5 km 0,24 0 0,02 0,2 0,04 
Distance of 5 till 7,5 km 0,88 0 0,08 0,47 0,05 
Distance of 7,5 till10 km 0,5 0 0,07 0,18 0 
Distance of 10 till 15 km 1,29 0 0,14 0,3 0 
Distance of 15 till 20 km 1,14 0,08 0,13 0,14 0 
Distance of 20 till 30 km 1,97 0,22 0,2 0 0 
Distance of 30 till40 km 1,65 0,25 0 0 0 
Distance of 40 till 50 km 1,32 0,26 0 0 0 
Distance of 50 km of meer 6,94 1,86 0 0 0 

(CBS, 2009) 



Appendix 5: Respondents 
Respondent list ranking the value characteristics survey. 

Name Organization Function 

Drs. I. Meijer USP Marketing Consultancy Managing Consultant 

Bsc. N. de Hoon TU/e Student 

Ir. G. Bijleveld NedMobiel Junior Projectleider 

Drs. G.J. Hagen The SmartAgent Company Managing Partner 

Drs. E. van de Woestijne Wereldhave Management Nederland Directeur 

Ing. J. Snippe TU/e Student 

Ir. E. Blokhuis DDSS ! Phd student 

Ir. A. Noordermeer Amvest Ontwikkelingsmanager 

Ir. R.W.M Smeets TBI Vastgoed Directeur 

Ir. J. Heijmans Atrivé Consultant 

Ing. B. Mantel TU/e Student 

Ing. M. Hoogsteder TU/e Student 

Ing. R. Lee TU/e Student 

Ing. D.N.M . Bakker TU/e Student 

Ing. M.M.M. Schrover TU/e Student 

Ing. P.P.J. Koet lntres BV Manager vastgoedadvisering 

Ing. M. Meulebeek TU/e Student 

Ing. O.N.D. van der Vaart TU/e Student 

Bsc. N. Kleis TU/e Student 

Ir. R. Scholten NedMobiel Directeur 

Ir. J. Jansen Savills Hoofd Research 

Drs. M. de Haan ING Real Estate Development Manager Research/Concepts 

Ing. G. Bogaert TU/e Student 

MBA P. Krol BPF Souwinvest Ontwikkelingsmanager 

Ing. J. Kooij TU/e Onderzoeker 



Respondent list sensitivity analysis survey. 

Name Organization function 
I 

Ing. M. Hoogsteder TU/e ~tudent 

Ir. R.W.M Smeets TBI Vastgoed Di rector 

Drs. R.J. Foortse APG ~ tudent 

Ir. J. Heijmans Atrivé Consultant 

Ir. E. Blokhuis DDSS PhD Student 

Dr. B. Fransen Rabo Private Equity lnvestment manager 

Ing. B. Mantel TU/e ~ tudent 

Ing. J. Snippe TU/e ~ tudent 

Ir. T. Spanjers Dura vermeer Project manangement 

Ing. G. Jansen TU/e ~tudent 

Ir. E. Steinmaier ABN AMRO Bank NV Banker bouw&vastgoed 

Ing. M.M.M. Schrover TU/e ~tudent 

MBA P. Krol BPF Bouwinvest pntwikkelingsmanager 

Bsc. N. Kleis TU/e ~tudent 

Ir. A. Koopal Areadis !Adviseur kust 

Ir. A. Noordermeer Am vest pntwikkelingsmanager 

Drs. K. Kokke Bureau Kees Kokke ~i rectie 

Drs. T. lankhorst Amvest Plv. dir. Gebiedsantwikkeling 

Drs. A. Maric Provincie Zuid-Holland Programmasecretaris 

Ing. D.N.M. Bakker TU/e r:>tudent 

Ing. R. Lee TU/e ~tudent 

Ing. M. Meulebeek TU/e r:>tudent 
I 

Drs. M. de Haan ING Real Estate Development Manager Research/Concepts 

Ing. R. Drijfhout TU/e r:>tudent 

Ing. J. Kooij TU/e ~tudent 

Drs. E. van de Woestijne Wereldhave Management Nederland Di rector 

Bsc. N. de Hoon TU/e r:>tudent 

Ing. O.N.D. van der Vaart TU/e ~tudent 



Appendix 6: NLOGIT output file 
--> RESET 
Initializing NLOGIT Version 4.0 . 1 (January 1, 2007). 
--> READ;FILE="D:\My Documents \TU Eindhoven\ Master\Jaar 3\Afstuderen\05 
Onder ... 
- -> 
DISCRETECHOICE;Lhs=keuze;Choices=1,2,3,4;Rhs=PSC,MKB1,MKB2,WW1,WW2,RF1,RF ... 
+-------------------- - - - ----------------------+ 
I Discrete choice and multinomial logit model sl 
+---------------------------------------------+ 
Normal exit from iterations. Exit status=O. 
+---------------------------------------------+ 

Discrete choice (multinomial logit) model 
Maximum Likelihoed Estimates 
Model estimated: May 27, 2009 at 01:06:44PM. 
Dependent variabie Choice 
Weighting variabie None 
Number of observations 252 
Iterations completed 7 
Log likelihoed function -279.7694 
Number of parameters 11 
Info. Criterion: AIC 2.30769 

Finite Sample: AIC 2.31206 
Info . Criterion: BIC 2.46176 
Info. Criterion:HQIC 2.36969 
R2=1-LogL/LogL* Log-L fncn R-sqrd RsqAdj 
Constants only -341.4092 .18055 .16845 
Response data are given as ind. choice. 
Number of obs.= 252, skipped 0 bad obs. 

+-- ------------------------------- ---- ---- _,_ -+ 
+---------------------------------------------+ 
I Notes No coefficients=> P(i,j) =1/J (i). 

Constants only => P(i,j) uses ASCs 
only. N(j)/N if fixed choice set. 
N(j) = total sample frequency for j 
N = total sample frequency. 

These 2 models are simple MNL models . 
R-sqrd = 1 - LogL(model)/logL(other) 
RsqAdj=1 - [nJ/ (nJ-nparm)]*(1-R- sqrd) 

nJ = sum over i, c hoi c e set sizes 
+----- ------ - ----------- - --- - ---- - - ---------- - + 
+-- - - -- - - +-------- - - ---- +---- --- ---------+-------- +- -- --- -- + 
IVariablef Coefficient I Standard Error lb/S t.Er. lP[ IZ I>z ] I 
+--------+--------------+----------------+--------+--------+ 

PSC . 45874857 . 201544 75 2. 276 . 0228 
MKB1 - .57692097 .14130201 -4.083 .0000 
MKB2 .37406050 . 16653631 2.246 .0247 
WW1 -.88148266 .21342599 - 4 .130 .0000 
WW2 .0031154 9 .16185584 .019 .9846 
RF1 -1.04871636 . 21060890 - 4.979 .0000 
RF2 .12612148 .13143256 .960 .3373 
HI1 -.47003817 .19007458 -2.473 .0134 
HI2 -.18032565 .17278667 -1 . 044 .2967 
APP1 - .80132319 .20784349 -3.855 .0001 
APP2 - .01155361 . 15828929 -.073 .9418 



Appendix 7: Expert interviews 

Abouljoud, I. (2009, May 13}. Provincie Zuid-Holland. (0. v. Vaart, & 0. Bakker, Interviewers) 

Fransen, F. (2009, April 23). Rabo Private Equity. (0. v. Vaart, & 0. Bakker, Interviewers) 

Lam, M. t., & Krijger, E. (2009, June 3} . Rabobank International Renewable Energy & 

lnfrastructure Finance. (0. v. Vaart, & 0. Bakker, Interviewers) 

Lankhorst, T., & Janssen, M. (2009, April16) . Amvest. (0. v. Vaart, & 0. Bakker, Interviewers) 

Schotten, R., & Bijleveld, G. (2009, March 23). NedMobiel. (0. v. Vaart, & 0. Bakker, 

Interviewers) 

Steinmaier, E. (2009, May 25). ABI'J Ambro Sector Advisory NL. '(0. v. Vaart, & 0. Bakker, 

Interviewers) 

Verweij, G. (2009, March 29). Wereldhave NV. (0. v. Vaart, & 0. Bakker, Interviewers) 

Woestijne, E. v. (2009, April 17). Wereldhave Management Nederland B.V. (0. v. Vaart, & 0. 

Bakker, Interviewers) 

Zeep, 0. v. (2009, April17). ING Real Estate. (0. v. Vaart, & 0. Bakker, Interviewers) 

Subjects for all interviews: 

Value Characteristics; 

Business plan/case; 

Responsibilities; 

Financing; 

Participation. 



Appendix 8: Survey questionnaire 

Rangschikken van waardekenmerken 

"Value Drivers for the 
development of the Future 

Dutch Coastline" 

De vraag is mij te 
onduidelijk! 

~lik~ r 
Oll! fir<hielijH ~rlt ir. pop-tJoP 

TU/e 

Rangschikken van waardekenmerken 
1 turt be 1nnen rr,fl m r "'"" 1 1nnr oe 1nd rswanoe gegP?.ren• 1r te vulltèn ~ IJrr survey Is ebaseer op 

al tr< Hleräç~ P nr !.S, 1111 Oi:frl,cnt n1t r,e enr tnte .1n!}:.vermngen vergt 1 I" n nut u eru g<~erl n
moeten oenfen O• roe :rn .oorr.J n Het 1nteu:n •n dit lYfle wr 1 zal u m1~~111en t3f 11:1 t.ü$ n, m.1.~r 
'l'i<il u o!:!t f u fiE:t begrttPI YlJr I u r.le 4 vrag"n erg net ll8'lf11\otOOfll6f1 t 1JJR ;:;en dal 1'i. •f:;? r g n v d"l 
n~tzelrt:JE:' ZIJn. net eruge v.ar za1 ' rar1der"11 Z!Jil ot ·•3aroen die cone~ponoeren roet o.- f e-uz.errllen 
(Uitleg votgl later LEl t11er "e1 op, 111erooor :unnen uv. 3nl"''lloraen per vraao anders !ltn 

Het oncterz0€t ZDI cestaan wt ~:en :t<~ntat per~entage ::>n meet1·-l!uze vr-.og<:rl Ld op 0 :.om v .. n oe 
psn:entage VlagBi l moer tOr .. ,,n Het aantal non e vernefen . punten ~~ ··•e<?rgtegeven on eraan áe 
1nvu eloton 

.Al• e,.n or me oer dennt ~ cmdu11j liJk \'tlor u-Jn uni l 3II1Jd '"' d,..nn•tle.! 1 t1fM g.-n De: oe ntlJHtJ-i 
zal 1n n popup.~cnellTI worden eemege,en llnor te .hhe nr d~ llnl In to,;t m n•J 
A/11 - t b 0 ~nkt l!tlN U rnr.0"'""-'1"1-IIlQI 

N~ilm 

In• telhno 

Uitgangspunten (lees dit goed!) 
Het onderwerp van studie is de ontwikkeling van landuitbreidingsprojecten voor de Nederlandse kust. 
Het doel van dit önder1oek is om inzicht te krijgen in de waardestuwende omgevingskenmerken, die 
van belang zijn voor een investeerder. Daarbij maken we onderscheid tussen twee 
omgevingskenmerken, de fysieke en functionele omgevingskenmerken. 
Ik vraag u in deze survey de rol aan te nemen van de investeerder; uw organisatie heeft als doelstelling 
om allround te investeren, productrendement gericht en is in het bezit van meer dan voldoende 
kapitaal. U, als respondent, moet beoordelen welke kenmerken u het meeste aanspreekt om uw doel 
(maximale rendement) als investeerder te behalen. Aangenomen wordt dat het investeeringsklimaat 
rondom de projectlocatie ideaal is, zodat uw instelling/bedrijf weinig risico oploopt. 



Onthoud dus bij het beantwoorden van elke vraag: 
ROL= INVESTEERDER 
ONDERZOEKLOCATIE = LANDUITBREIDING VOOR DE NEDERLANDSE KUST 

Klik op volgende ... 

Geef een percentage aan de volgende, fysieke omgevingskenmerken voor de ideale functiemix: 
Type woningen. De aanwezigheid van ... 

Vrijstaande woningen ra-% 

Rij woningen 

Appartementen 

Geef een percentage aan de volgende, fysieke omgevingskenmerken voor de ideale functie mix: 
Huur- of koopwoningen. De aanwezigheid van ... 

Koopwoningen ra-% 

Huurwoningen ra-% 

f1oO 
U heeft een budget van 100 eenheden voor dit project. Geef een verdeling van de 100 eenheden voor 
de onderstaande kenmerken. 
Externe omgeving karakteristieken. De aanwezigheid van ... 

Architectuur van de omgeving ra-Eenheden 

Wonen aan het water ra-Eenheden 

Wonen in het groen 

Uitzicht 

Omgevingsdichtheid 

ra-Eenheden 

ra-Eenheden 

ra-Eenheden 

f100 
Verdeel de 100 eenheden over de volgende kenmerken, 
Voor de ideale eigenschappenmix van een woonwijk. 

Type woning ra-Eenheden 

Huur- of koopwoningen ra-Eenheden 

Externe omgeving karakteristieken ra-Eenheden 



roo 
Geef een percentage aan de volgende, fysieke omgevingskenmerken voor de ideale functiemix: 

De aanwezigheid van ... 

Hightech industrie ~% 

Heavy industrie ~% 

Agrarische industrie~% 

MKB ~% 
roo 

Geef een percentage aan de volgende, fysieke omgevingskenmerken voor de ideale functiemix: 

Aanwezigheid van ... 

Recreatie faciliteiten ~% 

Transport faciliteiten ~% 

Zorg faciliteiten ~% 

Educatie faciliteiten ~% 

roo 
U heeft een budget van 100 eenheden voor dit project. Geef een verdeling van de 100 eenheden voor 

de onderstaande kenmerken. 
Veiligheid van de openbare ruimte zijn o.a. dijken, gemalen, lantaarnpalen, eet. De aanwezigheid van ... 

Recreatie natuur ~Eenheden 
Rustgevende recreatie ruimte ~Eenheden 
Levendige openbare ruimte ~Eenheden 

Veiligheid van de openbare ruimte~ Eenheden 

roo 
Geef een percentage aan de volgende, fysieke omgevingskenmerken voor de ideale functiemix : 

De aanwezigheid van ... 

Wonen ~% 
Bedrijven ~% 

Recreatie ~% 

Non-profit faciliteiten ~% 

roo 



De aanwezigheid van een BASISSCHOOL .. . 

Maak een keuze. 

C Binnen een afstand van 1 KM 

c Binnen een afstand van 5 KM 

c Vanaf een afstand van 5 KM 

C Deze functie is niet van belang 

En voor: 

De aanwezigheid van een MIDDELBARE SCHOOL .. 

De aanwezigheid van een SCHOUWBURG/THEATER ... 

De aanwezigheid van een BUURT SUPERMARKT ... 

De aanwezigheid van een HOTEL ... 

De aanwezigheid van een VERZORGINGSHUIS ... 

De aanwezigheid van een ENERGIELEVERENDE WIJK ... 

De aanwezigheid van een SPORTHAL ... 

De aanwezigheid van een STRAND ... 

De aanwezigheid van een UITGAANSCENTRUM ... 

De aanwezigheid van een ZIEKENHUIS ... 

De aanwezigheid van een WINDENERGIE PARK .. . 

De aanwezigheid van een BEROEPSOPLEIDING .. . 

De aanwezigheid van een ZWEMBAD ... 

De aanwezigheid van een WINKELCENTRUM ... 

De aanwezigheid van een FILMHUIS ... 

De aanwezigheid van een UNIVERSITEIT ... 

De aanwezigheid van een ENERGIEBUFFER PLAN LIEVENSE .. . 

De aanwezigheid van een WATERSPORT FACILITEITEN ... 

De aanwezigheid van een RESTAURANT ... 

De aanwezigheid van een GEZONDHEIDCENTRUM ... 

De aanwezigheid van een SPEELTUIN .. . 

De aanwezigheid van een MUSEUM .. . 

De aanwezigheid van een ZOET/ZOUT ENERGIEWINGEBIED ... 

De aanwezigheid van een BUSHALTE ... 

De aanwezigheid van een METRO STATION ... 

De aanwezigheid van een TREINSTATION ... 

De aanwezigheid van een VEERPONT.. . 

De aanwezigheid van een CONTAINER TERMINAL... 

De aanwezigheid van een CRUISE TERMINAL ... 

De aanwezigheid van een INTERNATIONAAL LUCHTHAVEN ... 

De aanwezigheid van een ONTSLUITINGWEG .. . 

De aanwezigheid van een FIETSVOORZIENING .. . 

De aanwezigheid van een PARKEERGELEGENHEID ... 

De afstand van wonen tot werk 



Gevoeligheidsanalyse waardekenmerken 

"Value Drivers for the 
development of the Future 

Dutch Coast line" 

De vraag is mij te 
onduidelijk! 

11 Hto 
Odir itit liht opert irl pop.t.p 

TU/e 

Gevoeligheidsanalyse waardekenmerken 

dam Ne.e.m 

Jnst~lhr•g Instelling 

Emdll Emoil@toe nl 

Functie CME 

Het onderwerp van studie is de ontwikkeling van landuitbreiding projecten voor de Nederlandse kust. 
Het doel van dit onderzoek is om inzicht te krijgen in de waardestuwende omgevingskenmerken en de 
gevoeligheid van deze kenmerken, die van belang zijn voor het keuzegedrag van een investeerder. De 
eerste survey "Rangschikken van Waardekenmerken" heeft geresulteerd in een top 5 van fysieke 
omgevingskenmerken, die van toepassing zijn op de landuitbreiding projecten voor de Nederlandse 
kust . 

Ik vraag u in deze survey de rol aan te nemen van de investeerder; uw organisatie heeft als doelstelling 
om allround te investeren, productrendement gericht en is in het bezit van meer dan voldoende 
kapitaal. U, als respondent, moet beoordelen welke uitbreiding u het beste geschikt vindt. Maak uw 
definitieve beoordeling op basis van het type waardekenmerk en de bijbehorende variabelen. 



De variabele van deze survey bestaat uit een schaalverdeling Laag,Gemiddeld en Hoog. Deze 
corresponderen met het verwachte succes/kans van slagen rondom de gespecificeerde 
gebiedsontwikkeling. 

Aangenomen wordt dat het investeringsklimaat rondom de projectlocatie ideaal is, zodat uw 
instelling/bedrijfweinig risico loopt. 

Onthoud dus bij het beantwoorden van elke vraag: 

ROL= INVESTEERDER 

ONDERZOEKLOCATIE = LANDUITBREIDING VOOR DE NEDERLANDSE KUST 

De waardekenmerken zijn voor elke vraag gelijk verdeeld op de toekomstige uitbreiding. U, als 
respondent, dient de waarde van de kenmerken in acht te houden tijdens het afwegen van de 
variabelen. 

VOORBEELD VRAAG: 

Maak een afweging tussen de verschillende opties en bijbehorende variabelen van de 
waardekenmerken . De variabelen hebben betrekking op het verwachte succes. Voorbeeld : "Hoog" 
betekend dus een verwachte, hoge kans van slagen. 

Set6 Uitbreiding A Uitbreiding B Uitbreiding C Geen uitbreiding 

MKB Hoog Hoog Laag 

Wonen aan het water Hoog Gemiddeld Hoog 

Recreatie faciliteiten Hoog Hoog Hoog 

Hightech industrie Hoog Laag Gemiddeld 

Appartementen l aag Hoog l aag 

Keuze:: A B ( D 

Voorbeeld gedachtegang: Ik denk als respondent dat het waardekenmerk X zoveel meerwaarde zal 
leveren dat deze andere kenmerken ondergeschikt raken. Ik kies "Uitbreiding X" zodat er een 
maximaal rendement behaald kan worden. 

Kl ik op de checkbox als u het bovenstaande gelezen heeft en klik op volgende. 



Setl Uitbreiding A Uitbreiding B Uitbreiding C Geen uitbreiding 

MKB Gemiddeld Laag Gemiddeld 

Wonen aan het water Laag Hoog Hoog 

Recreatie faciliteiten Hoog Laag Laag 

Hightech industrie Hoog Hoog Hoog 

Appartementen Gemiddeld Hoog Hoog 

Keuze: A 8 c D 

Se.tl Uitbreiding A Uitbreiding B Uitbreiding C Geen uitbreiding 

MKB Hoog Gemiddeld Gemiddeld 

Wonen aan het water Laag Laag laag 

Rec.reatie faciliteiten Hoog Gemiddeld Laag 

Hightech industrie Hoog Gemiddeld Laag 

Appartementen Gemiddeld Hoog Laag 

keuze: A 8 c D 

set·J Uitbreiding A Uitbreiding B Uitbreiding C Geen uitbreiding 

MKB Gemiddeld Gemiddeld Gemiddeld 

Wonen aan het water Gem1ddeld Laag Gemtddeld 

Recreatie faciliteiten Gemiddeld Hoog Hoog 

Hightech industrie Hoog Hoog laag 

Appartementen Laag Gemiddeld Hoog 

Keuze: A 8 c D 

set4 Uitbreiding A Uitbreiding B Uitbreiding C Geen uitbreiding 

MKB Hoog Hoog Laag 

Wonen aan het water Laag !:i oog Laag 

Recreatie faciliteiten Gemiddeld Laag Hoog 

Hightech industrie Gemiddeld Hoog Hoog 

Appartementen Hoog Hoog Gemiddeld 

Keuze: A B c D 

Set. Uitbreiding A Uitbreiding B Uitbreiding C Geen uitbreiding 

MKB l aag Hoog l aag 

Wonen aan het water Gemiddeld Gemiddeld Gemiddeld 

Recreatie faciliteiten Hoog Gemiddeld Laag 

Hightech industrie Laag Hoog Gem1ddeld 

Appartementen Hoog Laag GemiddeJd 

Keuze: A B c D 



Set6 Uitbreiding A Uitbreiding B Uitbreiding C Geen uitbreiding 

MKB Hoog Hoog laag 

Wonen aan het water Hoog Gemiddeld Hoog 

Recreatie faciliteiten Hoog Hoog Hoog 

Hightech industrie Hoog Laag Gemiddeld 

Appartementen Laag Hoog Laag 

Keuze: A B c 0 

Set7 Uitbreiding A Uitbreiding B Uitbreiding C Geen uitbreiding 1 

MKB Gemiddeld Hoog Laag 

Wonen aan het water Gemiddeld Gemiddeld Hoog 

Recreatie faciliteiten Laag Laag Gemiddeld 

Hightech industrie Gemiddeld Gemiddeld Laag 

Appartementen Gemiddeld Gemiddeld Gemiddeld 

!Keuze: A B c 0 

SetS Uitbreiding A Uitbreiding B Uitbreiding C Geen uitbreiding 

MKB Laag Hoog aag 

Wonen aan het water Laag Laag Gemiddeld 

Recreatie faciliteiten Laag Laag Gemiddeld 

Hightech industrie Laag Laag Hoog 

Appartementen Laag Laag Laag 

A B c 0 

Set9 Uitbreiding A Uitbreiding B Uitbreiding C Geen uitbreiding 

MKB Laag Gemiddeld Gemi ddeld 

Wonen aan het water Laag Hoog Hoog 

Recreatie faciliteiten Gemiddeld Gemiddeld Hoog 

Hightech industrie Gemiddeld Laag Gemiddeld 

Appartementen Hoog Gemiddeld Laag 

Keuze: A B c 0 




